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And They're Q(f

Water Shut
Offs Frustrate
Towers Tenants

Three to Vie
ForHUSA
Presidency
Campaigning
Begins Tonight

Schedules Interrupted By
Fickle Faucets
By CHANEL VASCAL
Hilltop Staff Writer
Imagine, waking up after a long night of
studying. In your sleepy haze, you stumble to the
shower and clumsily turn the knob, only this
morning, there is a gurgling sound coming from
your faucet instead of warm water. You turn the
knob again and again but to no avail.
Though many can only imagine such frustration and disappointment, the residents of the
Howard Plaza Towers experience this scenario
routinely. From January 20-29 students of the
East and West Towers have been without water
on weekdays from the hours of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Third year medical student Rob Mitchell said
he "felt terrible" when he couldn't shower one
morning in late January. The East Towers resident has experienced this problem before.
"It isn't as bad as it was two years ago," says
Mitchell, "then it was every other week."
West Towers resident DeMar Rodgers was
extremely angry about the frequent water shut
offs in the Towers. The junior political science/English major decided to stay home from
classes rather than go to classes without taking
a shower.
"I was not about to go to class in the morning
without having a shower," Mitchell said. Signs
had been posted throughout the dorm so Rodgers
and other residents could make adjustments.
"I had to set aside water so I could brush my
teeth and wash my face in the morning.'' The
double studio resident claims that his roon1n1ate

"complained so many times he just got tired of
1t aud stays \.Vlth his friend at ,George \\'ashington University). I hardly even see him anymore."
According to Larry A. Frelow, Towers building manager, the water pressure had to be dras-

tically decreased so that the city could make
some vital repairs. "Water had been entering into
a telephone trunk line and the city decreased
water pressure to find and repair the leak,"
Frelow said.
Recently "pinhole leaks in our steam-operated heating system requires for the water to be
shut off in order to do repairs," said Frelow. The
Howard Plaza Towers is approximately 12 years
old and the frequent turn over of new students
cause wear and tear on the plumbing and heating systems, Frelow added.
1\vo major sources of leakage within the individual towers are the toilets and garbage disposals. According to Charles Pryor, assistant
property manager of the Towers, students flushing things down the toilets and improper use of
garbage disposals contribute to leaks.
One source is " students flushing paper towels and sanitary napkins down the toilets." This
causes clogs that eventually can lead to leaks.
Garbage disposals are another source of the
problem. There have been instances of dishtowels, chicken bones and quarters, amongst
other things, that have clogged garbage disposals according to Pryor.
"It is possible that they have to shut off all the
water for one leak but usually we wait for five
leak complaints before such a drastic measure,"
says Frelow.

By JOI RIDLEY
Hilltop Staff Writer

Photos by Vince Smith
The Men's Basketball team fell to the University of Maryland Eastern Shore on Wednesday during overtime. The women's
team beat the ladies from Ul\fES, pictured below, 10948. See story, B-1.

Bison Men Lose in Overtime
UMES Clinches Overtime Victory, 74-72
By ALICIA JOHNSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
Swift and srnooth guard play 1net over·
p1.),.veri ng a~d ,1or ;· n :'ti11.~ htr n1( n, as t!.t·
Howard Bison bumped heads with the Hawks
of Maryland Eastern Shore at the Burr. The
Bison were hoping to quickly rebound from
their previous loss to A&T 75-70 on January

29. Power prevailed over speed, as the Hawks
downed the Bison 74-72 in an overtime thriller
on Wednesday, January 31.
The game was physical from the start, as
tough screens and hard-nosed defense showed
how much each team wanted the victory. The
Bison battled and were able to open up a 2616 lead with 7:29 left in the frrst half.
Freshman forward Seye Aluko got into a
quick rhythm with a jumper that gave Howard
their biggest lead of the half, 30-18.
However, two unforced errors within the
closing minutes of the game gave the Hawks
momentum as they chipped at the lead and
went into halftime down just 32-25.
Riding high on the momentum of the previous half, the Hawks turned up the intensity.
The Bison responded and dug deep to hold off
the unstoppable physical play of the Hawks.
Jonathan Stokes (16 points) came out blazing;
he scored 5 of the frrst 7 Bison points in the
opening minutes of the second half.
Darren Kennedy went on a tear with outside
jumpers and driving moves to the basket to
keep the Bison in the lead 57-47. Kennedy finished with a hard earned 14 points, 11 of
which he scored in the second half. A threeminute scoring drought by the Bison allowed
the Hawks to come back swinging. UMES was
led by the powerhouses Kevin Darby, Sanyi
See BISON, A5

The start of 2001 General Elections began Wednesday after three students formally announced their candidacy for HUSA president. The declarations come just
before candidates are allowed to officially campaign
tonight.
Juniors Derek Rodgers and Brittney Cooper and
sophomore Stefanie Brown collected and turned over the
500 signatures required to compete in the electioh
before General Elections' mid-afternoon de"adline
Wednesday.
"This is a political race that is sure to throw out ttll
assumptions that General Assembly Elections are purely popularity contests," said General Elections Chairwoman Tori S. Mason. "To win this one, candidates are
going to have to prove themselves to be aware of what
students feel to be significant issues."
Brown and running mate Alex Dixon center their
"Emerge" campaign around an increase in students'
assistance, involvement in the community and studentalumni relations.
"We just want to bring student goverument down to
earth from its lofty stance," Brown said. "We want to
be accessible. Power Hall can be intimidating and we
want to change that."
Cooper and her vice-president choice, junior Mark
Williams, aims to unifying undergraduate and graduate
students, increasing the recruitment of male students and
raising money for the endowment to offset tuition costs.
"We promise to stay connected to the students," said
Cooper, wh1>serv<~s as an Art•} & Science representative
in UGSA . "We don't want to give students false hope.
We offer real solutions, we can't do magic."
Unlike the other candidates, the pair does not have a
defmed platform; instead they hope to leave it to the student body to help them in addressing concerns and keeping a "living focus."
"We don't think we have all of the answers, we don't
claim to. We understand that we only have a year (to
See CAMPAIGN, A3

Student Shoots Himself,
Arrest Warrant Issued·
A resident of Meridian Hill Hall shot himself
in the foot with a .38 special while removing
the gun from his boot January 21, at 12:40 p.m.
According to police reports, the gun discharged while the student was removing the
weapon from his boot. The bullet lodged into
his right foot. An ambulance transported him
to Washington Hospital Center for treatment.
Campus Police declined to release the name
of the student.
After shooting himself, the student called the
front desk receptionist to report what happened. The receptionist then notified campus
police.
A warrant has now been issued for his arrest
from the Metropolitan Police Departt11ent. The
crime Smith would be charged with is discharging a gun in the District.
Compiled from Staff Reports

The Hilltop Today--Life & Style
Spring is right around the
corner, find out what some
students are doing
to get in shape.
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Student Robbed at Gun Point in Drew
Howard University officials are
investigating a robbery that occured
in Drew Hall January, 24. A young
man entered the building and
knocked on a resident's door asking
to borrow a pen. The robbery happened at 5:00 p.m.When the resident
gave the young man the pen, the man
closed the door and threatened to hit
the student with a gun the man said
was in his pocket. The student never
saw the gun.
The suspect was instructed to lie on

his bed with head turned, while the
suspect took a Creative MP3 Player,
an Avirex Leather Jacket, a Sprint
PCS cell phone, $40, a Bank of America ATM card and two t-shirts. The
student said the subject said the robbery was a retaliation of a shooting
and that other people were working
with him. Campus police and the Metropolitan Police Department responded to calls.
-Compiled from Staff Reports
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CAMPUS.
Student Government: Where Is Our Money Going?
Spotlight On the Howard University Student As.~ociation
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By MAKEBRA ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Should hard to understand
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'"~ English proficiency
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1uden1s need an arena 10 fos1er 1heir
political aspirations and the
Howard Universi1y S1uden1 Association provides !hat place. HUSA is a common name around Howard University. bur
what is HUSA and wha1 does HUSA really do? HUSA:s purpose ''is 10 approve
input inlo !he University's decision mak•
ing process; 10 act as a spokesperson for
the entire studenl body: and 10 maintain
communications concerning student's
in1eres1and concerns in all of the schools
and colleges."
HUSA consists of servant leaders 1ha1

S

are here 10 "revimlize the
This is the secorul
public's eye many of
spirit. create new definition
installment in O serfo their accomplishments
and secure the s1uden1 voice
are behind lhe scenes.
of Howard." If you have a
of HillJop repora on
This year under the
problem with the adminisstudent govemme111
au1hori1y of President
1ra1ion or with 1he policies
organkalions.
and Vice President, Sellthat govern Howard Univerano Simmons and
siry. HUSA is wi ll ing and
Next moek: Studenr
Nikkole Salter respecready 10 tackle the impossiCouncils
1ively, HUSA has had
ble members say. Unlike
· laundry card machines
UGSA, HUSA is poli1ically .____________,._ _, put in most of the
based and is nor afraid 10 s1ir up some
dorms, es1ablished ln1er-Collegia1e
commotion in front of the "A" building if
Alliances with area District universities.
that's what ii takes 10 expose 1he injustices. cleared up debts left by !he previous
Although HUSA is very ac1ive in the
HUSA administration, established Legacy

Student Organizations May be
Audited, Dean Says

Mecca Shakoor
I s1 Year Graduate S1uden1

Graphic Design

Applications for Homecoming Chairperson A\'ailable

ll's 1rue s1uden1s need 10 be able 10 communicp.te1and understand 1heir ins1ruc1ors, but a
mariadatory exam might prevent 1he opporluniLy for Howard students 10 have an excep1i6Hai'ins1ruc1or/vis1ing scholar. I 1hink if 5
s(Wieots complained. 1hen an exam would
order. I just don1 want us 10 end up
wilH'insLrucrors who can only speak English. bu1 can't 1each.
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Students interested in becoming the 2001 Homecoming Chairperson can now pick up an
• · ,,or Ihe pos111on
· · ·m Ihe Off'ICC Of s IUd enl ACl1V1t1es.
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mission.
ere) aIong wn· h I he app 11ca11on
The chairperson is selected by 1he Homecoming Policy Board. which consist of students
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Olher homecoming comm111ee pos111ons inc1u e: v,ce-c1,air, opem11ons. execuuve secretary.
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~ubl1c re a11ons: v~n mg an coor marors o evems. o experience 1s necessary ,or I e pos111ons: however II ,s highly recommended.
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Canadian Black Senator to speak at Bunche Center

,
:,

Canada's firs! black senator Anne C. Cools will spea~ at the_ Ralph J. Bunche lnteroarional Affairs Cenier Monday at 3:30 p.m. Senator Cools 1s considered by many 10 be the mos1
,,or1h rig
· hI publ',coffi,c,a
· I ·m I he EngI',sh -speaki ng worId on Ihe probl ems o fd 1vorcc
'
an d,,am·1
d h d · I fb · 1
· h
d h'ld
Th
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h
1 y an I e ema o as,c mman ng ts 10 parents an c , ren. e su iec1 o er speec
.,s"Domesuc
. y·10Ience, 1he Fam,'I y. Fat herhood an d Po1·11,cs.
. "Th e 1a lk• ,s
' open 10 Ibe pub·
lie. All those interested in the politics of the family, domestic violence, fatherhood. and rela1d·
d
db
·
e issues are urge 10 auen y organizers.

Chandra Coleman
Junior
Graphic Design

No, I don't 1hink it should be mandatory for
professors 10 rake an English efficiency 1es1,
if professors are able 10 clearly communi,. care their ideas 10 1heir smdenls verbally.

l
'
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Lecmre Series 1ha1 are designed 10 correlate with the Freshman Seminar classes.
revised 1he HUSA cons1i1u1ion along with
organizing many other activities.
Although the HUSA staff consists of
elected positions, i1 is easy 10 gel involved
with !he Howard University Student Association. You can stop by the HUSA office
and sign up 10 be a volun1eer or you can
contact them by e-mail at hu,1 c,cc@hotmajl.com. wi1h a11cn1ion 10 Karnil Hazel.
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By Thelisha A. Woods
Hilltop Staff Write
he University may audi1 a1 lcas1 21
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b cu oM shu en
1ions an cu
I s 1as1 arc . ye1
organ,za
i
I bs sub m,-1led th e necessary
on1Y our cu
paperwork 10 avoid an audit by the Dean.
1\venry-seven orgamzauons
· ·
have p,c
· ked up
h . h k b f .1 d 1 1 • 111
I e,r C ec s. UI a1 C O urn in se C·
men I reports and 21 organizations have nor
picked up checks 31 al l.
According 10 the Dean. !he problem lies
in the poor record keeping by previous student leaders - from HUSA on down.
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ho I ebec ec s1 uad10n.
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omeorgamzauons ave en suspen e
and students may have m·,ssed the arr',cle ·,n
'd
1h H'll ,. W k'
_e'Th , HroUpS. A at ins sa: · f h
d'd
e
organiza11on o I e pas1 ,
a poor job with the student organizations

because they didn't have a good p1occss or
communication with !he clubs," Wark.ins
said. "They simply gave each club $750
and some clubs may nor have needed !hat
much money and some may have needed
more."
This school year's HUSA adminisLration.
however, has done a much belier job in
keeping up with the funding of activities,
Watkins said.
"One of the main goals HUSA wants 10
do is extend a hand 10 next year's administration and have clear records of things
because we didn't find our until late last
semes1er about some checks," said Lee
Taggert, HUSA financial advisor. "II may
also be necessary to stiffen the policies and
lei ii be known 1ha1 an organization must
mrn in proper receipts and repons on rime
in order 10 receive their funding."
Watkins is ti ll investigating 10 find our
what organizations may need 10 be audiled.
Those organizations that didn't pick up
their checks should make inquiries 10 the
Office of Student Activities.

Drew Hall to Hold First Speak Out
Drew Hall will be 1hc sire of the first 2001 General Election, speak-out al 7 p.m. Monday.
This speak ou1 will give candida1e, running for HUSA Presiden1 and Vice-Presidem as well
as Undergraduate Tru,1ec an oppor1uni1y 10 formally introduce themselves and their platforms 10 the s1uden1 body. An m1ernc1he environment will I•, provided \O that s1Uden1s in
a11endance are not only able lo familiarlze 1hemselvcs;vi1h lhe issue,. bul 1hey could also
voice coocern\ and 1Jsk-qoes1ibn,, Tlio Drll\vilill S1)4ak Our will be 1he fin.1 of ten 1hat
will take place prior 10 Election Day. which will be Mdrch 6. Elections officials say this
elec1ion will be very issue oriented and competitive.
Compiled from Slaff Reports
To s11bmi1 Camp11s Briefr e-mail a11110tmame111s 10 rlli.:hill1c,p@h,,11.1wi.l.1:,ll11 cmd type
"Briefs'' i,1 the s11bjec1 li11e. Or fax i11formmio11 10 the oflke at 202-806-5748. mm: Briefs.
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Eliz.abe1h Powell
Junior
Tolevision Production
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believe 1ha1 the foreign languageprofessors
should not have 10 take English efficiency
tests, but the other professors should. I have
dropped a class in the past because I could
not understand the professor.

Friends Start Investment Group
Through Partnership
By M AKEORA ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
ophomores Lawrence Garrell,
"\Ve want other people 10 do what we
Kyle Bacon, Alex Dixon, and are doing.
Nathan Reed are four investors
To go ou1 and invest their money."
gaining financial growth by applying Bacons said as he passionalely talks abou1
book knowledge 10 real life. Together his partners.
they have s1ar1ed a finance investment
"If you set fe.1sible goals. have a vision,
group designed to reach others the impor- evaluate and re-evaluate and keep youI
1aoce of inves1ing in today's society.
faith you don't have any1hing 10 worry
Capstone Investments is a general part- about." Bacon said.
nership that aims 10 reach blacks what is
Garre1, Bacon, Dixon, and Reed has a
inves1mcn1. the principals ofinves1men1. greal deal of confidence in one another
logical and ra1ional thinking. the differ- and are sure that money won't tear them
encc between stocks and
apart. The pan ners
bonds and mutual funds
Interested?
agree 1hey are all workversus safe security.
ing toward a common
" In the 1960's there
Capstone Jnvestmems holds goal. Backed by the
was a political ~evol~- weekly meetings every Thursday al support of t~eir _family,
1,on; however m 1h1s 5:00 pm and encourage people 10 Howard Univcrsuy and
cen1ury 1here will be an come out and learn money. They American Express 1hese
economic revolution. can be contacted at (202) 865-8520 four young men are
you are going 10 want 10
or by emailing them
de1ermined 10 succeed.
join," Garren said. Gar- ):Ql!Jl~,tors@-hoim,uJ.com.
According 10 them. the
rel! is a sophomoreeconumber one mistake
nomics major.
people make is confusCapstone lnves1men1s began with only ing friends and business. "We are busia $300.00 initial investment and an addi- ness partners and then we are friends,"
tional $25.00 per month and have already Dixon said.
begun 10 see the fruits of 1heir labor.
"When dealing with invesriog the bard"lf you approach (investing) aggres- esl parl is 10 gel started," Dixon said." II
sively and with an open mind you will is important 1ha1 you are able 10 control
begin 10 see that money can always make your monthly expenses and spending.
money," said Reed, a finance major. develop good habits, a plan and se1
Although $300.00 seems as though it is goals:·
a 101 of money, this is 1he best time to
"Before you begin 10 think aboui inves1inves1. while you are young and are no1 ing. "he said." Become familiar with the
bound by heavy financial obligations.
world of invest ing by reading Black
Capslone lnvesunenls is 1101 a club, but Enterprise and Wall Street Journal for
is a group of young men 1hat have a 101 1hese are some of !he magazine 1ha1 has
of knowledge and are willing 10 share.
inspired us."

S

Paxwell Eodadraws
Freshmen
Fashion Design
Of course they should. lls nor gonna hurl
~hem by taking them. II just ensures us were
gelling the best education possible.

I

-Compiled by Karleen Roy

On February 13, 2001 , the Hilltop
will begin its twice-a-week production
schedule. That means you will be able
to read about the weekend's news and
events on Tuesdays and catch up with
the rest of the news on Howard's campus on Friday.
Look for it and tell us what you think.
Send comments and suggestions to
thehilltop @hotmaill.com

The Hilltop. Proqess on the Hori zon.
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Howard Forensics Team Places
Second In Weekend Competition

r-.

Location
Student Health Center
Cook Hall
HU Service Center
HUH
Meridian
NIA
Bethune Annex
NIA
Blackburn Center
HUH

Date
1-26-01
1-26-0 I
1-26-01
1-27-01
1-27-01
1-27-01
1-28-01
1-28-01
1-29-01
1-29-01
1-29-01
1-29-01
1-29-0 I
1-29-01
1-29-01
1-29-0 l
1-29-01'
1-29-01
1-30-01
1-30-0 I
1-31-01

HUH
HUH
2400 6th St.
East Towers
East Towers
Law School
Blackburn Center
Punch Out
Quad
HUH
Meridian

T

Offense
Sick Transport
Theft II
Theft I
Gunshot
Hazardous Elevator
Theft II
Harassment
Unlawful Entry
Burglary II
Burglary I
Burglary I
Theft 11
Da,naged Property
Theft I
Theft I
Damaged Property
Simple Assault
Disorderly Conduct
Entry wlo Authority
Burglary
Enny wlo Authority
Disorderly Conduct

Three Students to Vie For
HUSA Presidency
From CAMPAIGN, Al

work).'" said Williams.
Rodgers and his running mate.
sophomore Chandra Anderson.
were unavailable for comment
Wednesday.
Brown and Oilton. both sophomores. said they are aware they
some will question their limited
leadership Cltperience.
"Yes. we are sophomores. but
who better can address freshmen?
We've been where .they are right
now.'' Dixon said.
Mnking sure that there is a solid
foundation for Howard students
both now and iri years 10 come is
priority for presidential candidate
Brittney Cooper and her running
mate. Mark Will iams.
"We will always be accepting
suggestions (from students). We
even want to have 'Say What You
Wanna Days' where students get to

HIil

-; r

\,

~

not only for me, but for the entire School of
cations which has a strong tradition of Cltcellen a\lD
holding skills and public discourse," Walker sai ~
Last weekend's competition was different for menibers of the team. They had 10 compete in hotel rooms
instead of competing at different universities. "We
walked into the rooms and the judge wou:d be laying
across the bed saying ·come on in:· said te2111 captain.
Mark Williams.
'..!Crl~
Competing in hotel rooms did not ruin the spj(jll\f,,
the team. Each semester the team travels to C0!,!1~te in
an individual events tournament. "We love to ge>flut
and compete. 11·s actually something we like 10 do. We
might be the only HBCU competing, or the only
minority students at the competitions. and when we
bring different styles that come from Black authors,
we really show them what we have to offer for~nsics,"
Williams said.
'
Head Coach Charles Coward agreed. "I am extremely
proud of the team. I believe that they are truly showing
a clear reflection of the literature that African Americans write," Coward said. ·1'hey (the team) are representing the legacy of Howard University as well."

he Martin Luther King, Jr. Forensics Society
Individual Events 'learn, placed second in the
Winter Weekend Classic Tournament in Montrea.1. Canada, January 27. 2001 .
Several students from the 11 member speech team,
which has reputation for doing well in competitions,
won prizes in individuals categories.
Kerry-Ann Hamilton, a sophomore political science
major, won first place in the persuasive speaking tournament. Brittany Cooper. a junior English and political science major won first place in the impromptu
speaking and the Lincoln/Douglas debate. Amber
Mobley and Raymond Wilson won first place in the
duo interpretation of drama event .
Mark D. Williams won second place in the prose
interpretation event. Amoree Joe and Stephanie Laros.1
placed second and third place respectively in the poetry
competition.
'1'he reason we achieve awards is because this is a
young team. composed of mostly freshman and sophomores:· said Dr. Felicia Walker, director of the team.
"I am very pleased with their performance, and we are
a force to be reckoned with at the competitions."
"This past weekend was a high point of achievement

The Police Report is a week(v feature detailing the reports taken by
the Campus Police and is provided as a public service to the
Howard University community.

-

..;mlfi--·

By KATHlllUNll CARTER
Hilltop Staff Writer

This is a listing of the reports taken by Howard Campus Police
from Jan. 26. Through Jan. 31 . Compiled by Campus Editor
Christopher Windhatn.

voice their opinion about whatever they want." In their plans. Cooper and Will iams hope 10 address
issues such as unifying graduate
students with Howard's undergraduate population. increasing the
recruitment of male students. and
raising money for an endowment to
offset tuition costs.
Current HUSA President stresses the same sentiments to the candidates.
··se reasonable in what you can
accomplish. Pick two or things and
run it 10 the ground, don't try to
attack a list of thing,:· said Simmons. He continued, ·•Pick your
agenda and mnke it plain and concise:·
Simmons, who was elected for
the 2000-200) academic year. says
that the candidates are coming into
the political arena at a prime time
for the organization.
"They come in at a unique time

•
,,,...., "" !!

;,••~•"
where .HUS A .,s back on .,ts 11,-ftf,
,eetl 0

says. S1mmons.
IJll'lll
Simmons says that the ma}or
difficulty with students will coil-,'/:"
in balancing student needs_:'an\l'
understanding what the adrriiil~~
tration needs and wants.
.. •·'
·1'he University's agenda does
not always agree with that of students and faculty. The next officials
have 10 learn to align students
needs with those of alumni."
Simmons says that it is important for al l of the candidates 10
maintain student involvement in
all aspects of Howard University.
"Our school is still the Howard
University, the same powerful
minds are still here that were here
during the school's 'militant" age.
They have 10 promote the same
consciousness." He concluded.
"Don't be afraid 10 speak truth 10
power and put your name on the
line."
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March for Life Questions Abcirtion
Orkllnizers consider demonstration tQ be solemn, productive
ByB'®()KE SUMMERS
Ea!tfJ 'Sr.Irr Writer

r.

'· J!a~vs after the inauguration of Presiden1George W. Bush. approxi.., m:/ !f'i~s.000 pro-life supporlers gathered on the National Mall to partic' ipa e in 1/Re 28th annual March for Life. The march cakes place each year to
mark the anniversary of the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision thal
legalized abor1ion in 1972. March for Life President Nellie Gray described
las! Monday's affair as "solemn but very. very upbeat." Carla Pellegrino,
___s~oman for the AU College Republicans. witnessed the "extensive"
~ prepara1ions for the march while working on Capitol Hill. "Throughout the
~ week, you saw people with 1he ·million mom' T-shirts on. The Metro was
"'r• nlso full of people.",
Marchers walked from 15th Streel and Constitution Ave. to Capitol Hill
and the Supreme Court. AU Right 10 Life member Chris O'Brien, a senior
in the School of Public Affairs who went 10 this year's march, has been
l anending these rallies for the pa~• four years. "Compared 10 past years.
people were motivated and optimistic. Nobody thinks Roe v. Wade will be

I

overturned. but the country will pay more respect towards life issues and
more respect towards life from conception towards natural death for the
next four years," O'Brien said. "The Republicans have control over the
Presidency and 1he Congress," o·Brien added. "Everybody seems to think
that the bill on banning partial birth abortions will pass. That's the biggest
gripe pro-lifers have had with Clinton.''
This year's participm1ts were encouraged by the recent actions of the Bush
Administration, which renounced former President Clinton's initiative to provide funding to overseas organizations providing abortion procedures.
Several members of Congress. including Rep. Steve Chabot, (R-Ohio);
Rep. Eric Cantor (R-Va.); Rep. Melissa Hart (R-Pa.); and Rep. Christopher
Smith, (R-N.J.) spoke as influential advocates of the pro-life movement.
Smith read a statement issued by President Bush offering his support in
the rnlly, according 10 Gray. A counter-protest was held in response 10 the
policies of the Bush administration and in lieu of the event. Several hundred pro-choice activists and women who have encountered violence when
trying 10 enter abortion cl inics held a candlelight vigil in front of the
Supreme Court in support of Roe v. Wade, according to Katie Hill. presi-

dent of AU's National Organization for Women chapter. " It was a very
peaceful and moving event. We marched around for about 40 minutes, then
we gathered around to hear Patricia Ireland [the President of NOW] speak
and lit candles in memory and support of women who have had to put up
with harassment in front of clinics," Hill said .
Rachelle Adams, a College of Arts and Sciences senior and AU-Choice
President. said the event sent a strong message 10 the newly elected president. 'The pro-choice movement is going to be watching the actions of the
Bush Administration and will hold it accountable for breaking down a
woman's right to choose," she said. Echoing the sentiments of the Vigil
demonstrators was Crystal Plati, spokesperson for National Choice. USA.
"We will continue to advocate for a woman's right to chos,- and make
responsible reproductive choices." Responding 10 the counter protest, Gray
likened pro-choice advocates 10 killers.' There are only two positions about
abortions. Either intentionally saving or intentionally killing babies. There
is no such thing as a moderate position. because there is no such thing as
moderate killing," Gray said. "No one bas the authority to kill a human
being."

f AOL President Leonsis Speaks At Technology Summit
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By ARIANNE ARYANPUR
Hoya (Georgetown Uni,i)
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Executive President of America Online lnteracti,oe Properties Ted Leonsis
(COL ·77). s_poke to an audience last Friday about success in the business world.
Leonsis, maJority owner of the NHL's Washington Capitals and potential owner
of MCI Center in Washington, D.C. and 1he Washington/Baltimore Ticketmas•
ter franchise, also discussed his personal success story as an entrepreneur.
Leonsis' speech was part of the 4th Annual Capital Thchnol~y Summit. a twoday conference on Georgetown University's campus. According 10 its Web site,
the purpose of the event is 10 "unite MBA students. tech-focused graduate students, academics and industry leaders 10 explore bu.rgeoning issues for D.C. Bellway technology-makers:·
Leonsis began by highlighting his early encounters with the world of business
as a Georgetown student.
"Early on I learned 1ha1 popularity and taking it to the streets was good." Leonsis said. This same strategy of getung in touch wilh the needs of consumers. he
said, is what enabled the ra~id success of AOL.
"We decided 10 blanket t e world wilh disks," Leonsis said, referring to the
free trial disks that AOL distributes. "We now have 27 million customers at $22
a month.''
Leonsis continued to emphasize 1he importance of estabJishing connections
and learning effective strategies 10 increase customer support.

''One of the biggest mistakes people make is 10 think that the way you bui ld a
brand is just through advertising... he said.
According to Leonsis' experience, excessive advertising does more harm than
11000- Instead. he said he encouraged p<>tential businessmen 10 understand the
importance of "hand-to-hand combat' or contact with the consumer.
"When you dive into the customer pool and you get to know what they want
and you make them fall in love with what you're doing. they' ll develop a communuy of interest,.. he said. According 10 Leonsis, success in the business sphere
begins with the development of a community.
After a community of interest has been built, Leonsis explained, one must incorporate the powers of the media to rapidly increase product popularity. Once these
elements have been established, one·s product or service has the potential 10
become a necessity.
"If you build a community and create a media business. you have the rare opportunity 10 become a necessity.'' he said. Following a recent shutdown during which
AOL was temporarily unavailable, it was made obvious 1ha1 the company had
crossed over into the world of necessity, Leonsis said.
"Yesterday AOL sent more than I billion instant messages," he said. 'The postal
service processes 600 million pieces of mail a day. In two months ,ve will be
[doing] two times of what the postal service does [just] with instant messaging."
Leonsis concluded his presentation by saying opportunities are still av:ulable
for p01cn1ial entrepreneurs who think that they have missed the gold rush in the
busme,'-~ world.

"[This] was just the first wave," he assured the audience. According to Leonsi,. AOL's market capitalization of $ 150 billion and its 27 m.illion plus membership does not discourage him from pushing forward. 'Toe Internet [is going
10) transform all businesses and industries," he said.
"[This event is imP<;?rtanl] beca1L5e of Georgetown's proximity 10 the local tech•
nological corridor; Theil Summit co-chair Sandra Szahun said. "Georgetown
should be the number one school recruited by these companies, and events like
these help build the relationship between the university and businesses," she
added.
Co-chair Rick Airhart agreed.
"It's a great networking event to learn about the latest and honest technology
issues:· he said.
According to Szahun and Airhart, 1his year's conference was especially exciting because it was the first year it was 0I,>Cn 10 the 11eneral public an<fother schools.
The Harvard Business School. Columbia University Busmess School, Johns Hopkins Unhoersity, Vanderbilt University and the University of Pennsylvania were
among the list of universities that attended.
The event also included a speech on Saturday by Tom Gardner. co-founder of
the Motley Fool, a network that offers financial assistance over the World Wide
Web. Se,oeral panels that took place on Friday and Saturday afternoons were part
of the program as well. Among the topics discussed were privacy concerns of
cyber culture, the job market for MBAs in a changing economy, female technology entrepreneurs and Internet policy and governance.
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Pennsylvania Avenue May Reopen

I

'
•' By SARAH SCHUMACHER
Eagle (American Univ.)
(U-WIRE) - D.C. Mayor Anthony Williams and President
George W. Bush met Tuesday to discuss reopening Pennsylv-.inia Avenue and other District businesses.
The Secret Service closed Penru,ylvania Avenue in 1995 as
.a.security precaution after the.bombing of a Jederal building
in the Oklahoma City Bombing. Those opposing the block:lde..bave said it is a symbol o( tcrrorisLfear and cuts Amer• ica-·s main drag awkwardly short.
: "\Ve ,van1 it reopened, obviously," said Joyce Patterson. a
spokeswoman for Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-D.C.).
Norton met with Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers
in September 10 discuss removing the blockade. He was o~n
to information concerning the street but would not consider
opening the thoroughfare 10 traffic again. Norton said in an
official release. Norton also said she was concerned lhat the
Secret Service would have the lru.t say in revoking the decision to close Pennsylvania Avenue.
'"The Secret Sen~ce is making 1m comment on [reopening)
Pennsylvania Avenue;· Secret Service SpokesmanTony Ball

said.
The White House had no comment on whether Bush will
move swiftly to remo\'e the blockade even though it was an
issue he addressed during his can1paign.
''I beliC\e the While House and Pennsylvania Avenue symbolize the freedom and gre.11ness of Arnenc.,. fl saddens me that
threa1;, of violence ha,'t' closal this historic area to the genen~
public."Bllsll told the A,;socialed Press during his campaign. "I
will-work with~rel Serna: to '""''"' the S«:unty implications of ~.i'aul>ylv.inia A\'Cllue itl the future.''
"I am conYJnetd th:it Prt-s1dcnt Clinton. who has done so
much 10 revi\'e the economy of this city, ne,-er wanted the
avenue closed," Norton said. "He w:is given m1 offcrthat was
difficult 10 refuse in the w-olke of the tmgic Oklahoma City
Bombing. I believe that the White House will weigh the terrible damage 10 this city a11d the nation's 'Main Street' sym•
bol of :u, open ,ociety against the real risks of today."
Many D.C. council members. businesses and neighborhood
commissions. taxicab associations and the D.C. Chamber of
Commerce support reopening Pennsylvania Avenue.
"We are very much in supPOrt of reopenmg it.'' Bill Rice.
spokesman for the D.C. Divi,ion ofTran,portation. said.

DMV Causes Stir in Neighborhood
t

B Y ERIN ROBERTS

Hilltop Staff Writer

R(sidents of the Georgia Avenue community are disgruntled because the City Council has proposed the
'Jll!lCement of a Department of Motor Vehicles above
mi Georgia Ave.-Petworth Metro Station.
Many of the residents arc upset because 1hey were not
gi~n the opportunity to be involved in the decision
making process that led 10 1he proposed bui lding of the
OMV on Georgia Ave. The new development would
not only affect the residents, but also the businesses
thllt surround the area.
";or one, the people were not involved early enough
, =1r1icip:11c in the decision making, secondly if they
j
d have been given the immediate location of the
; i;ubway stop in the immediate vicinity then perhaps
, thge could have been other more creative usage of the
~ and three there was a question of just how much
_ WJ).\lld the OMV impact on further bickering the eco~ :.l_lff!lic development," said Lawrence Guyot, the Advi~ :!l!!!.ry Neighborhood Council Commisioner .
The community's business owners and residents
oppose the idea because it is not the type of development they are looking for. They believe there is already
too much traffic around the area and the DMV would
only increase the amount of traffic. The community
foresees that the only parties that would benefit from
the new building are the Community Development
Corporations. the buyers of the property, and the sellers. but not the c-ommunity.

"This is not cut in stone," said Andrew Altman , of
the Department of Planning. It is a matter sponsored in
part by Jim Graham and Adrian Fenty. both City
Council members, and mayor's office. In the decision
making process they talked about working with the legislation on a proposal for Ward I and Ward 4 to make
1hi~ move.
·Toe residents were concerned that they were not
included in he discussion and that this type of devel•
opment in the area wouldn't be right for the communi•
1y," saidCouncil Member Adrian Fenty. Council Member Adrian Fenty. Council Member Adrian Fenty.
Council Member Adrian Fenty. The city officials are
nd,•ocates of new developments in the DC area. "Ward
4 is looking for new business to come to lhe area."
said Fenty.
ANCI B is working toward getting the people
involved in the process of changing the community.
They have become more receptive to people getting
involved so they can impact theEconomic Development
and Revitalization .
"The bottom line is 10 use the ANC IB ns a 1001 to
assist the community with knowledge of what is going
on in their community by helping 10 felicitate the
empowerment of the people in the neighborhood and
getting they to become involve in the Economic Development," Guyot said.
A hearing will be held on February 24th with the
Development Committee and Property Manager Tim
Diamond to discuss the OMV and its proposed location.

GeneralAssemblyElectionsCommittee 2001
The season has started for our future student leaders to step up and present themselves to the
student body.

-

Each year the General Assembly Elections Committee (GAEC) sponsors S~
oallow \he
candidates the opportunity to present their platforms to thestudent bodyand address student
concerns. This year sGAEC is introducing anew event to better acquaint students and their
future leaders, the Candid Talk.
The Candid Talks will be held in the Punch Out and the Blackbum Cafeteria. HUSA candidates
and undergraduate Trustee candidates will minglewith students tohear their con~ems, answer
questibns, and get to students on amore personal level.
The year selection season promises to be highly enlighteningwith candidates whopossess
politicalacumen.

Gtneral Assembly Elections Committee 2001 Timeline (Tentative)

Feb. 5- Drew Hall Speak Out
Feb. 6-Candid Talk in the Punch-Out@noon
Feb. 7- Quad Speak Out
Feb.9-Meridian Speak Out
Feb. 12- Bethune Annex Speak Out
Feb.14- School Of I.aw Speak Out
Feb. 15 -Candid Talk in Cafeteria
Feb.16-Slowe / Carver Speak Out
Feb. 20- Cook Speak Out
Feb. 21 - Towers Speak Out
Feb. 22-School of Divinity Speak Out
Feb. 26- Return to DrewSpeak Out
March 6- Elections

www.A;//tap.AawarJ.e.Ju
Servant Leadership: Enter to Learn,Depart to Serve.
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Bison Men Lose to UMES in Overtime, 74-72
From BISON. A I
ka Street. and Andre Newson. who racked up a combined 51 points and 37 rebounds.
The Bison blew an I I-point lead wilh four minutes left
in lhe game. Howard would have several opportunities 10
pul the game away. but !hey couldn ·1 capitalize on breakaways and free throws. Back to back free throws set up
the Hawks, who were d<>wn by just three points wi1hjus1
over a minute left in regulation.
Junior guard Joshua Hickman (10 points) brought 1hc
ball down lhe court and found Kevin Darby on the wing.
Darby released a three-pointer just as tho buzzer sound•
ed and sen1 1he game into overtime tied at 63.

In overtime, Howard regained a one-point lead as
Stokes connected on one ou1 of two from lhe free-throw
line.
Abdullah was fouled on:, move 10 the basket and connected on an old-fashioned 3-poim play 10 put Howard
back up 67-64 with 3:22 left in overtime. Abdullah fin•
ished with 14 points and six assists.
The Hawks quickly answered as Andre Newson con•
ver1ed a 1hree-poin1 play of his own. Newson's free throw
gave the Maryland Eastern Shore their first lead of lhc
game al 69-68 with I :48 left on 1he clock.
Howard made one last effort. as Seye Aluko was
fouled as he went up for a basket. With the Bison down

by two, Aluko .iepped 10 the line for what might have bee
the two biggest free throws in his young career.
The anxious Howard fans were all packed at the door
waiting 10 see how !his one would pl:,y out. Aluko hit both
free throws to tie the game at 72 with ten seconds left in
the game.
Once again. the ball was in the hands of veteran guard
Joshua Hickman . Allhough he shot 4-12 from the field
1ha1 night, Hickman pul up a shot wilh less than five seconds on the clOC'k and nailed it.
"Success can be the first step 10 disaster." ,aid Bison
Coach Frankie Allen after the game. "We had no concen1ra1ion and we weren't ready 10 pl.1y."

Rebounding was a big element in 1hi~\al)1t,. The
Bison were destroyed 51-31 on the boards. Ill#" credits
this to the lack of a solid rebounder on thi;, i~on team.
"We just don' t have a real rebounder with ~~~cnce,"
said Allen.
..)
"We dido ·1 know how to finish the game)~!? coaching staff) did everything we could do 10 get lfl!i'{l ~k into
the game," said Allen.
~
Each team had five players with doubl~ fl:&49ir Yet,
rebounding nnd free throws were the keys t~rollf.!wut the
game. Howard's record drops 10 7-12 overji~1J;J, in lhe
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We invite Howard University students to join us for a presentation on summer opportunities
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Investment Banking
Tuesday, February 6, 2001
7:00 PM - 8:oo PM
SB Faculty Lounge

Debt and Equity Markets
Wednesday, February 7, 2001
7:00 PM - 8:oo PM
SB Faculty Lounge

Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer

ml.com/careers
O 200t MerriMlynch & Co., Inc.

be bullish ~Merrill Lynch
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We See the Truth and Cease To Speak Is The Day We Begin to Die"
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Politically Incorrect

c, . _e;time to listen to rhyming rhetoric and
v,n~phabetically arranged slogans has
:itartived ! The time to see the Howard
Copi n;pficated, shiny, slick, bright smiles and
foreheads:of political candidates on bulletinboard'cfill\er
has arrived. The, campaigning sea'
_.Ui.11 iU .
spn W\Ji1llr:r1ved. Soon you w11l learn your A, B,
Cs, YC/U'1>'\VN ITYs. UMOJAs, and Keys to Success~~~lf.will learn about various capitalized
vfrtues, from Accountability to Service to No
LonS;:I!il~tance Phone Calls On Your Tuition to
No ~1,i'mx:Red Sports Cars On Your Tuition. You
will tbe treated to countless speeches by weedsmokers who enunciate as if they never smoked
\\'eed. Ir you attend church, you will suddenly
see a well-dressed newcomer. If you eat in the
cafe~ tl,1~re will be grinning and conciliatory peopl,e ~o,lll:lther you. If you live in a dorm, someomJd_@~~ant-faced and helpful-seeming will
knq~f,,§ff your door. Flyers will be wedged in
the,~ok of your door, propped on top of the
do<lf1kWob, stuffed and slid under your door.
Dohii meetings in the common space will commence: if you are lucky, you wi II be treated to
spicy chicken wings and sour cream and celery;
ifyou are unlucky, you will be suckered into listening to rhyming rhetoric and alphabetically
arranged slogans. You will hear about tuition,
budgets, and magical amusement park rides
that Swygert is personally preventing us from
building because he dissed Bill Cosby. You will
•
hear about the cable that Swygert personally
promised that he never delivered that he watches in his office while cackling devilishly and on
the phone with Bill Cosby. You will hear many
programs that involve in some way or another
praising or defaming Swygort, working with or
w,ol'J<J.!lg against Swygut, ruytho!qg(zi_ng, idealizing, ignoring, or dissing Bill Cosby. You will
sec many candidates in nice suits with many
people working for them and wonder why they

arc so important and feel better about yourself
when the ones with the nicest suits lose. The
campaigning season is here.
The Hilltop Editorial Board, however, is not
apathetic. We are here to serve the student
body and to keep the political candidates
accountable. Political candidates come in three
types: A) those who just want power on the
Howard political scene and "make moves" B)
those with goals for changing things and
accomplishing goals C) those who just want the
money the position entails and the addendum
to their resume. Each one of these three think
that they have the Key to Success, which lies
in their ability to persuade the people. They
know that they can not only get students to
believe in their goals and programs, but also
know they car. get the Hilltop to support them
and grant them political legitimacy. They are
very confident; that is why they are running.
They will only be in undergraduate once, and
they are going to make it count for something.
The Hilltop Editorial Board will be right here
- observing the campaigns. evaluating the
virtues and vices of the political candidates, and
ultimately deciding whom to support. Since we
will sort through all the information, and as a
journalistic body, we have to, we are and will
be the only press involved in the matter- and
the only objective body that cares. This is our
message to the candidates for HUSA, UGSA,
and individual school elections - don't come
wack, because we will knock you back, from
your cheesy slogans to your stuttering to your
inexperience to the substance of your proposals to your G.P.A to that 'fresh cut.' This is our
me~sage to the student body re: the fresh crop
of political candidates - believe none of what
you see. half of what you hear. and all of what
you read in the Hilltop. The campaigning season is here.
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John Ashcroft - A Portrait of America :S, Savior
According to www.johnashcroft.com, our new
Attorney General kept Missouri taxes the second
lowest in the nation, and was rated by Fortune
fl!agazine as one of the top ten education governors. As Missouri's senator, he worked to raise federal funding for education 40% over the next 5
years. and wrote the Social Security .. Lockbox"
prti/vi~ion to prevent politicians from drawing
,1 no,ii-,
. to f un d ot her programs. J ohn
f rl,lll\i;tlecunty
Ai.lli:rofJ is 58. was born on May 9. 1942, and marrietrbls'{former Howard law-school teacher) wife
Jabe"t'fi\' I967. He sired Jay, Andy, and Martha. He
co-authored two college-level business texts with
Janet and authored one book about his loving
fa\qer. His hobbies arc singing, song-writing.
piaJJ()-p)aying. fishing, tennis, hildng. and dirt-biking: 11.s the Show-Me State's governor, he balanced
ei}tl\.t 5'.?nsecutive budgeL~.
Rii~'p.le For the American Way, the NAACP,
NA~~L, LCCR, the Sierra Club. Planned Pare1iffiooll,
the National Council of Jewish Women
-V, 10 C
ancl otner groups oppose John Ashcroft. Ashcroft
is·,c;,pposed because of his historical oppositions:
A'M[,$ft opposes all affirmative action - all - and
hl1,f~nposed other forms of anti-discrimination
laws;.Ashcroft cast his vote to ruin the Communl~~einvcstmcnt Act, which would discourage
b~?.Sitfrom redlining blacks in the inner-city (if
yots>l!ttve ever had pizza delivery refused to where
y~rlrve, try applying for a loan); Ashcroft acceptmww
.
e rnn nonornry degree from the non-accredited,
infamously discriminatory and fundamentalist
Boli,Jones University and delivered a comll}F,p,9~'\nent address from its podium; Ashcroft
Pllll!§ed the neo-Confederate Southern Partisan
magazine, known for its polemic which cites that
slfi\iery was beneficial to blacks, known for its
merchandising organization which sells T-shirts
that celebrate the assassination of Abraham Lincoln - Ashcroft even said the magazine was "helping to set the record straight"; Ashcroft opposed
c11111:i..ordered school desegregation in Kansas
ity and St. Louis - Ashcroft even opposed vol1tacy city-suburb school desegregation that
ulclhave been beneficial to both suburb and city
s hool systems; Ashcroft voted against the Hate
rimes Prevention Act, which would have amendell federal law to recognize hate crimes based on
II

II

l-

sexual orientation. race, gender and disability,
and would have strengthened federal jurisdiction
over such crimes (so that state officials could not
overlook the crimes a11d claim state's rights, esp.
police powers); Ashcroft supports no exception to
the prohibition of abortion in cases of incest,
rape, or serious injury or death to the mother;
Ashcroft voted to rol I back clean water protections
(How can one be against clean water? In the state
of Missouri?); John Ashcroft, in just six years in
the Senate, proposed seven Constitutional amendments, one of which would have made it much easier to make amendments to the Constitution - this
from a man who cites the Southern Partisan as true
arbiters of historical fact!
It doesn't matter whether this man married the
darkest professor of Post-Colonial Radicalism
Studies from Mau-Mau University- Ashcroft has
shown no interest in preservation of the First
Amendment, and no ardor for the law as it stands,
but only for shaping policy to reflect his own bias.
Whether his bias is objectionable or not is moot
- the truth of the matter is Ashcroft is far from
objective. As for his protection of Social Security - most recipients of Social Security, up until it
runs out, will be elderly and white. Ashcroft is
only acting in the interest of his constituency, not
in the interest of fiscal responsibility. As for his
exceptional education policies - since when was
Fortune magazine an expert on educational policy or political science? The Hilltop Editorial
Board is ashamed that the supposedly sober Senate would confirm this man, and disappointed that
Ashcroft will be given - and did not earn - a position with power beyond belief. However, it does
recognize that Ted Kennedy's refusal to filibuster,
and the sham struggle put up by the Democrats,
followed by Ashcroft's confirmation, was a ploy.
Ashcroft is so conservative that the media and
Democrats and moderate Republicans will be
watching him so hard that Ashcroft will not be
able to constipate without having to sign off on exlax beforehand. Ashcroft will be straitjacketed by
his controversy - that is our prediction - and the
Democrats will use the fact that Ashcroft was
appointed at all, and that they opposed at all, as
pigment to paint themselves as underdogs in order
to succeed in the next elections.
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MICHAEL WINFIELD
Pscudocyesis and pseudepigmpha. 1\vo important words in
the following cascaclc of words. The fonner: a usu. psychosomatic condition in which physical symptoms of preg~cy are manifested without conception. The latter: Spunous
writings, esp. writings falsely altnbuted to biblical char.icters
or times. The possible connection is blasphemous - and dis•
cussion of a disgraced Mary stealing another woman's child
to protect her honor (surely the gossip wo•tld spread that she
haa eaten heros to induce abortion forher fatherless child) and
announcing suddenly, '1t's immaculate!" I will not take place
on this page. We will not indulge in the melodr.ima of her father
forcing her to act out of shame. We will not speculate on her
bewilderment at the discombobulation of her body. What
intrigues us is the I> ands sound that prefixes the two words.
The very sound prefixes "pshaw" and "'Jlsaltery". two very fine
words in the English language. (One is an all-purpose exclamation, the other an instrument played bypluclong ,vith one's
plectrum.) Forgive me•· when I srud "intngue", wbat I meant
was "beguile". I find the p ands sound that prefixes our four
words beguiling•· in fact, as beguiling as the resonating strings
of a psaltery. Pshaw! I go on and on. What I truly mean 10 say
is that there are sounds in the English language for whatever
reason heretofore unpleasant 10 my faculties ofperception and
distinction now reigning supreme in the kingdom of morphological appreciation in my head.
Understandably, the vassalage of morphemes in the kingdom of head is unimportant 10 you -- perhaps as unpleasant as the )>S" prefix was 10 me so recently. (11rather reminded me of hissing snakes; I do not prefer snakes.) If this is true,
and I suspect ii to be tme. then we shall move on 10 the "pl''
sound, as ii is exemplified in the word "ptosis'', the abnormal
lowering or drooping of an organ or a part. Perhaps I spoke
too soon -· the blasphemous connections are ripe between p10sis and pseudocyes1s. esp. within the text of a pseudepigrapha.
Such speculation would be beyond the boundaries ofpropriety, so the abnormal drooping of an organ coupled with psychosomatic pregnancy in the falsely-a1tnbu1ed journal ofa biblical figure will not be mentioned on these pages. Neither
mentioned will be impotency. tenesmus, priapism, ptyalism,
etc.
What will be mentioned is the word "psycho", Interestingly. often have I considered myself "psychic", that is. "a person apparently responsive 10 psychic forces." Often ha¥e I
awaken from clairvoyant dreams, only to see the sights witnessed in the realm of dreams before my eyes during the light
of day. My empathy isa precious gift; wi11\ou1 fail I can sense
the direction of personaf motives. So: when others choose to
call me names that ~in with the ''ps'' sound (after glancing
furtively forlbe evil of'hissing snakes; I do not prefer snakes}.
esp. words that also contain the adjacent "y", I assume that
reference is being made to my psychic prowess. However. it
has come to my attention that I have been called not a "psychic" for the past several years -- but a psycho. Having never
heard this word (due to .my violent, uproarious dis6ke for
snakes and ew snake-sounds). upon hearing that this word
had prejorative connotations I immediately n1led through the
nearest diction~.
Apparently1a' J)Sycho" isa "psychopath'': a person with an
antisocial personality disorder, es{l, one manifested in aggressive, perverte~. orcnminaJ behav1or. l was ,truek with fright!
I thought ofevery party I had attende~iereJha!!. ttakakien an
extra sguare oftoilet paper! (Wa~n ·1 bei, ·
~ antisocial? Wasn't the extra TP stealing?
;n"l,,ljjat antisociability manifested in crime?) God, I was ~ t h. With
chronic diannea at parties.
What was I 10 do 10 change this congenital pathology? ([be
psycho part -- not the diarmea; I do not prefer snakes.) II was
then I cal.led on my fiiend Usson, whoavailedtomelhe importance of gainin¥ weight. "Michael" he said. "Girls don't like
scr.iwny guys, 'What does that have 10 do with me being a
psychopath?" Michael," he said. "Girls don't c,u-e about mental illness. Just bulk up. Once you're big, no one will even
notice your insani\r. Just flex for them. Trust me. I see. So I
set out 10 "bulk up' in Usson's lin_go (although I distrust him
somewhat; his name has that hissm_g sound m it and I do not
prefer snakes), and he put me on lus "Pimpin' Plan." In just
one month. he says he can have me up 10 200 pounds so that
no one will even notice that I am mentally iU. We shall see,
Usson. We shall see.

mx

Michael Winfield is the Editorials Editor of the Hilltop.
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THE WIMP

THE PIMP

Globalization as the Key Phenomenon
and Defining ~ue of our Age
DR. ALEM HAILU
All mm "re inrenlepe1ule111... whether we realiz,· ir
or not, ,•a,,-/1 of us fires etemol/_v i'in the red.(\½1- m~
t'l·erlasti11g J,,bwrs w ~1ww11 ,uu/ w1k110K·1, men and
women. \Wren we arise in the nwn1ing. we go into

the bathroom where we reach fora spong. ll'hich is
prr.n·idetl for u, by a Pacific Mander. \Ve reach for
soap, whkh iureatetlforus b_,·a E11mpea11. 71,enm
the table we drink coffee, which is pivvidedfor us by
"S,mrh Anu·rica,, or tea b.1• a Chine.,e or cocoa by a
\\',,st Africa11. Before we letll'e for our jobs we arc
alr,•ad>· beholden to mon• than half the w,,r/,J.
Martin Luther Kiug, Jr.
The term globalization had pervaded the daily vocabulary of po6tician.,, academics.journalists and everyday people. II has become such a buzzwonl that 01'UlY
think ii wa, ju,1 coined in the last few years. The truth,
however, is th,11 it b.1.s long been a phenomenon allecting individuals and communities ad far apart as the citiz.ens in Washington. DC wxl the farrne,~ in the most
remote corner of Afiica or Asia lna.<nmch iL, globalization rJi.ses i"ue,, that affect univei,.ities, factories.
fann,or~iZlltioo, amtuld the world, ii ha,emeq;ed
a., the defining theme of our time.
Glorolization. thertfon·. i~ not a pm.-c-ss ,.-,s.,u: lhai
just happ,,n<.-d )CSterday. II is a development thal has
\,ccn taking plact,i' UlOtl>< ds.\.ve:m;. Pocl,. mis•
;Jionarics, 1nulcJ1!
anl.co~ucrors haw
for CCIIIU\}~l lhM,.:lltS of gl~1.1h1.1tion \\ ith
dieiridcM:~w~qlriedotna..-ro,,s
va...1 srn:t..Jles of'ii\'crs. ocean.sand mount.tins into

esseocc is the pile.
oomeoonofinterconnectednessamongnationsofthe
world in their economic, soetal technological, cultural
and political activities.
Martin Luther King understood the integration ofthe
planet into a single unit not only by the larger socioeconomic SUU<."t\lreS and vision that fused m.wkindis
destiny together. but al.so by the day-to-day human
noxls of c.<istenre. Manufacturing and agricultural
products from ,oops to coffee, cocoa to tea and sponges
10 leisure amenities used by billions of people across
the continents remind us of the degree to which the
earth b.is been closely integrated.
If King could point to the high de_gree of hwnanity{s
i n t ~ forty y,.-ars ago, tt would 00! be hard
to appreciate the great lengths the world has progres:.ed
to come e\'en closer since his time. Great adv--= in
technol?.W and the infonnation revolution - the je~
the 1-atellile, the celluL'lf phone, TY, short wave radio,
the f'" machinc;llld the computer•· have trulyjoined
the globe. The links m intemalional economies. public _policie,, and social strueture,, have become so inter•
twined that minor chang<!S in far away places have
clirectfmdirect impact on any part of the =th. Glooalil.ation, therefore, carries bothiitive :uld ~ati,-e
trJ.it, that need lo be addres.sed y .:.ireful <Xlll5Jdetation. ,\nJ th!..: l~ \\ liy lltJw:\rtl ti,~lf-t11 h,,.;ting "
.:onference t>1i'globruizatio11 ilimM Apnl. '
I/. in Ii,· nm· ·11•qrf ,1,.._,, , •. ,1 •
i •ri
Dr. 1\/em tlailu i., i, p11ifi·.11"r III tlu•·,1frica11 Studies Dep<111me11f.
new frontic~. Global.iza1ion in

The Black Electorate, 2000
DR. MANNING MARABLE
BlackAnierica tried its best 10 ke..1>Geoq:e W. Bu,h
out of the White House. Its inability to do so does not
negate the many signiftc:u1t gains it achieved in the
electoral arena.
The 2000 presidential election wa, by far the closest in 1crms of the Electoml College since 1876, and
the closest in 1crms of the popular vote since Kennedyfs
narrow margin of victory over Nixon forty years ago.
Yet widespread reports 1ha1 voter turnout was heavy.
the actual number of votes cast was about IOt million.
only one million more than in I996. Le,; th:ui 51 percent of all eligible voters cnst ballot. comp:l/'ed 10 49
percent in 1996 and 50 percent in 1998. Considering
that both major parties spent more tlwJi one billion dollars in the gcner:d election. with millions of phone calls
:u1ddirec1 mail. the turnout was rem.'lfkably weak. The
lackluster major presidential candidates. Bush am!
Gore, failed 10 generate :u1y enthusiasm of deep com•
miuncnt among the voters.
TheAfrican-Americ.'Ul elector:11e, however, was the
exception 10 the mle. In state after stme. black tumout
was strinller than anticipated. and comprised the critical margin of difference for Gore and hundreds of
Democratic candidates in Senate, House and loc:d
races. Nationwide. a cle.'lf majority of white voters
went for Bush over Gore. 53 percent vs. 42 percent.
African-Americans, however, went overwhelmingly
for Gore. 90 percent vs. 8 percent. Bu,his feeble \hare
of the black vote ,v-a, actually less than his father had
received as the Rcpublic:m presidential c:u1didate in
1992.orthat Bob Dole garnered in 1996. Bushis2000
black vote ,v-.is the lowest total n.'C'Civcd by any Republic.an presidential candidate since 1964. when Barry
Goldwaier received only six percent.
In Florida alone, theAfric.-u1-Amcric:u1 ,'()(ejumped
from 527 in 1996 10 952,000. In Missouri, over
283.000blacks voted.comparedtocmly 106, OOOfour
years ago.
In state after state, Aftican-Americ:u1s were the critical margin of victory for 1he Gore-Liebem1an ticket.
In Maryland, Bush defeated Gore among white vol•
ers by a margin of51to45 percent. But African-Amer•
ican turnout represented a substantial 22 percent of
Maryl:uidis 101al statewide vote. Because black Maryland voters supponed Gore by 90 percent, Gore
cruised 10 a 17 point victory in 1he state. In Michigan.
the whiteelcctonue backed Bush. 51 1046 percent. but
African-Americans came out for Gore at 90 percent,
giving the state 10 the Democrats.
In Illinois, a massive turnout of African-American
voters in Chicago helped 10 give Gore 56 percent of
the statewide total vote. and a plurality ofover600.000.
'The NMCPfs Nation,d Voter Fund, mid the Asso-

cimionfs $ I2 million inve;,tment in the election,. wa.,
the principal factor behind the s ~ in the AliicanAmerican electorate. The NAACP lmanced a (XlliticaJ
lcommand centerhvith dozens of full-time ,L-uf rncmbersand volunteersrunningtelel)hone banks and a satellite TV uplink. Thousmids of black churches, community-based organizations. mid labor groups mobilized
African-Americ:u1s to tum out on Election Day. Jesse
Jack.sonis campaigning ,v-.i:, also critical to Gorefs succc.~ in the s,ving state.< of Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Less publicized, but po1en1ially just ru, in1portan1 as
the Afiican-American vote. was the electoml response
by organired labor. The AA..-CIO devoted millions
ofdoll.us 10 the effort 10 defeat Bu-'h. In Michigan. for
example. where labor households represemed rouih
ly 30 percem of the state,vide vote in 1992. the umon
,'()(e eight year.; later totaled 44 percent of the Slatei,
electorate. In Pennsylvania, union households com•
prised 19 percent of the statewide vote in 1992. but
increased to 16 percent of all voters last year.
The greatest tragedy of the 2000 presidential race,
from the vantage point of 1hc Aftic.'Ul-Americ.1n electorate, was that the black vote wouJcJ ha,-e been sub;,1:u1tially larger, if the criminalj~tice policies that have
been put in place by the Clinton-Gore administration
had been different. As noted by the Washington, DCbased Sentencing Projcc1. and Human Rights Watch,
over4.2 million Americans were protubited from vot•
ing in th<! 2000 presidential election. because they were
in prison or had in the past been convicted of a telony.
Of tha1 number. more than one-third. or l .8 million voters who are disenfranchised, are African-Americans.
This represents 13 percent of all black males of vot•
ing age in the US.
In Floricl.1 :uld Alaban1a, 31percent of all black men
as of 1998 were pem1anemly disenfranchised bec.1use
of felony convictions, many for nonviolent crimes. In
New Mexico and Iowa. one in e,-ery four Afric.'Ul•
American males is permanently disenfranchised. In
Texas. one in five black men are not allowed 10 vote.
The selection (001 election) of Geome W. Bush
should nOI discourage African-American fc:\deNJip or
institution.~. More th.1n any other Americans. we foul!ht
:uld died to e1tjoy the right to vote. Now we must mobilize to insure th.~1 e,,ery citizen. including prisoners and
those who have been previously convicted felonies. can
exercise their full democratic rig(us. The black vote is
the decisive consti1uency in thefight for democr.icy.

Dr. Ma11ning Marable i.s Profe.ssor of History a11d
Political Science, a,u/ the Director of the /11stinite for
Resemr:h in African-America,, Swdies, Columbia U11i,•e,s;1.>~

Pimpinf ainft easy. right? Wrong. You 100 can be a pimp.
Now take me -- the other day I was on the phone, right? This one
girl she calls me and she doesn't want 10 come over !>ecause she
don't know the area. OK. I tell her that she shouldn'1 co,µ~ }• now
I don't really care for her safety: she could be robbed, hijackea, carjacked, whatever. But I say what sounds like I care because that's
what she wants 10 hear and 1ha1·s what gets me closer 10 h1ttm. Now
I know she's not going to let me hit the first time she come, over
anyway because she 1old me so and because she wants 10 bring one
of her friends because she doesnfl know the area. See, so the smart
move is telling her 1101 10 come at all -- it means lim not pressed,
10 ham this up I say. "Uh. yeah. I got some books 10 hit. anyway.
Studying 10 do...."; it also means I was putting aside Ill} education
just 10 spend time with her: it also means when she come~ 91'4'1.during the day tomorrow without her friend she will feeH!x\ra;safc
because I cared so much about her geuing robbed or w!iitevet'. So
after I tell her it is in her best interest no110 come, even fl;lpug6 she
wants 10. because she wants 10 give me the ass -- who doe.vf1? Come ,
on .•• I then top it off with: "So when are"'.~ goin~ to 11el'oiira!on~
timer' Now, what rs great about the phrase alone time ,,·lxlw ~•m- '.
ilar it is 10 ·•quality time". Women think that "alone til)Jf .i~11ike. 1
"quality time· -- you know, that time you share with your ktdsand .
spouse. But ··alone time" is just time with you and me Wlhtffbom .
and me trying to get you 10 give up the ass before you lt~1t,,So it ,
sounds like I want 10 get close and personal while I just ~iro,16 get .
her clothes off. So I'm not lying 10 her, she's just hearin ~hat she '.
want, 10 hear in what I'm saying.
• . , ,L '
Another good way 10 double-talk is to say the ,ame ,JIJitl!!•Ove1<
and over again in multiple ways. Most of the girls I mess w1tJI -- I ,
have almost nothing in common with them. Nothing agallnl 'rnem::
but we just don't have anything 10 talk about. So what }'oU-tlo is
find anything that they get excited about in what you say, some
angle, and just repackage it over and over again and she'll have a
conversation with herself. She'll be havin a great old conversation
with herself. while you're just ,itting there saying 1he same thing ;
a million ways. If you gas them up enough. soon enough t,b<;y.'11 be ,
ri pe 10 give up 1he ass. They 1hink they"re getting closer, bOr really. they're just talking 10 thernselves about nothing. Thal's!ill(MJmcn :
reall y do anyway -- have you ever listened to your motJws~-bber. ,
about the grocenes or something? Your Dad had 10 listen,J
thaJ J
just 10 hit. Do you think he actually enjoyed hearing about II
ilho_vative Campbell's Tomato soup was with the new lid? N«llh~usr·
pretended he loved Tomato simp and told her the truth aft.cr,~ot~il.,,
After 1ha1. she had too much mvested 10 take her soup cans ancfJet.•
Then you were born. I'm just kidding around, but seriously. you '
can advance "conversation · without really having 10 say anything:
Now, it's even easier to appeal to women by saying liule, If they
like you on appearance, the number one reason why you should be
working out and have a decent weight, then you don ·1 have to say
that much :myway. Women are always talking about men being.
superficial and stuff but women do that 100. And it is the stereotype but women think 1hai men who arecu1are stupid. So just play ,
dumb. You know how 10 play dumb. Every man knows how 10 play
dumb when his mother starts miking abou1 Tomato soup cans. It's. '
the same thing. and just gently coax 1hem 10 do what you wam
through all that yapping. For all the talking that most women do.'
they don't have very much behind it, and if you keep at it and seem''
nice enough. they'll pretty much do "'.hat you want. whic~ is gi_v e,
up the ass. Once you perfect the 1echmque. you can apply 11 ag:un,
and again, and again. until you have enough women in your stable '
1
10 earn the title: PIMP.

Maintai'n the Mecca
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MICHAEL DAVID WINSTON
By now. it i, clear, 1hc Board ofThi,1ecs· fi~t meeting of the year
was 001 without con,iderable controversy a., the Boonl considered and
approved the admini,tralion's recommendmion to increa...e student
tuition and fees.
In sum, the Board approved recommendiltions by the administration
for a 3.5% acro,s-thc•hoard increase in tuition mies. a new milndatory
1echnology fee of $75.00 per semc,1er, a new fee of$ J50 or courses
taken through the Dismnce Education Pn1gram. a new lilptop computer fee in the College of Medicine, a $20 per year inc=..e in under•·
p-aduate lab fees in the College of Nur<,,ng and a $ 10 per year mcrea~
Ill the a.-;..wciation fee paid by students in the College of Dentistry. The
recommendation 10 the Board came on the heels of d report by th&·
Tuition Rates and Review Committee recommending undergraduate
tuition be stabilized while raising graduaie tuitions and fees, some; at
rates in excess of 3.5.
Wh.11 is somewhat disturbing is the lack of consistency bcm1.;:11•the.
r<'COmmendation of the Tuition Rates and Review Committei!)PHJC
administra1ion and the final recommendation of the adminis11"1ti9Jl,tP.
the Board. h begs the quc.,1ion of whether the TRRC's workl't.1$':I/JY
substantive ,'alue with regard to the increase of tuition n,tes. l ~ :1ge students 10 continue 10 get involved in the business of coo111Wms
like this in order 10 perfect the strategy against the ongoing them¢ .c.\f
tuition increase, every year. While s1Uden1s are aware of the el'orldlflic realities of mnning a private unive~ity and gr.itrful of tl1e m:uly lnfrnstructural improvements 1oourcampu\CS. we mw.1 continue to demand·
more accountability.
Despite our vehement objection lo a tuition increase and subsequeht
appl'Oval by the Board. students should now view next year's iilcteasb
as an inve.,unent in the future of our instititution. The funds nre.iifti<l t9,
be earmarked for continuous improvemenlS in on-am1pus housing ~iiitics, in1provements in programs and infrastructure that the Unj~e'/liJy
hns funded in recent year.., and an increased budget for finantlfJJ-\tld.
Tome graduate students who also attended Howard as undergrollAAs
attest 10 the many inl'nMructuml. financial aid and administrati)J;,M}cedural improvement, which the University b.'lS over the past 5'"or so
years.
nJn 1,n1·
However. we must continue 10 push University and the adminj!f(ll•'
1ion for more. More access 10 decision making commiuees. not .as idlt.;
observers. but as involved participants. More detailed 3CCO\lntal>ilily .
,vith regard 10 the increase of student fees. And more focus making
every student's tenure at Howard, a memorable. but learning experience.
In return. we should expect to return some of what we take ft9Jll 9'JT,·
Howard experience, back 10 the pool of support. so tb.~1 others may benefit as we have. In 1hc days ahead, I will be joining the Howahl'O\ll:.'
versity Alwnni in a rnentoring_program which involves conneclinti~•,
dents wi1h alumni for n1entonng. h will also provide a forum >f!>r,1/11
mentors and students could gather to learn from one another, qfl)li!lr~'
and develop conmcts with successful Howard grads and forge ri-re.
placeable bonds with like-minded successful alum.
om I,
Detailed information about this and other alumni involvn1en11tc1Mi'
ties wiU be posted on the Thlstee Web page as it becomes available. J'?
access the page. if you have not yet do11e so. go 10 the Unversity'! 1-!'ome·
Page. Click on '"School". then on "Law", then on '"students", and filial~•
ly, on "graduate trustee." Iencour.ige all students 10 ge1involved in this,
or some other program that will allow you 10 interact with youi $oiin,'
10-be coUegues and fellow alum
· ·
,.f ...

Michael Wins1011 is tire curre111 Graduate Tmstee a,ul
Law Sc/roof s11ule111
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Students may pick up free tickets for the games.
Feb. 2 & 5, 11am - 7pm - lower level of Blackburn Center
Feb. 3, Noon-3:30pm at Cramton
As long as tickets are available...

Best wishes to:
Women's Bowling @ U. of Md. Tournament, Feb 1-3
Women's and Men's Indoor Track @ West Virginia/Adidas Classic, Feb 3
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- Tilita Lutterloh - Women's Triple Jump

At the Christopher Newport Univ. - College Indoor Classic
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Game times for the
Monday, Feb 19
basketball games
vs. Bethune-Cookman
are 2pm and 4pm
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STRIKE ZONE
Senior guard Chanell Washington makes Lady
Bison History against NC A&1:
Story on 82

~ AlSO INSIDE
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Howard Plucks
UMESLady

BISON ROUNDUP
A LOOl<AT lliE TOP SPORTS NEWS & EVENTS AT HOWARO NO lliE WORI.D

SPORTS BRIEFS

•

Asia Petty
Drops 29
Points as Lady
Bison Crush
MarylandEastern Shore.

MUTOMBO, SPREWELL TAPPED
Dikembe Mutombo and Latrell Sprewell are going to the All-Star
game. The Atlanta center and the New York forward were added to
the East roster Wednesday by NBA commissioner David Stern
because Alonzo Mourning and Grant Hill will not be_ able to play.

TERP FANS ACTIN' BAD
University of Maryland officials may ban the student tradition of
tossing rolled-up newspapers onto the basketball court aft3r the
mothers of several Duke players were injured by flying debris last
weekend. Traditionally, students sitting behind and to the right of the
visiting bench mock that team by holding up newspapers while their
players are introduced. Last Saturday, fans threw water bottles.
plastic cups, coins and ice at the Duke bench after the Blue Devils
came from 10 points behind with less than a minute left to beat the
Terps 98-96 in overtime.
The mothers of Duke players Carlos Boozer, Jason Williams, and
Chris Duhon were hit by debris. Maryland president C.D. Mote Jr.
apologized to Duke, which has been a magnet for such incidents in
recent years.
'II was an embarrassment to all who value civility and love this
great institution. This behavior cannot and will not be tolerated; she
said.
Terps coach Gary Williams supports a zero-tolerance approach to
ending the tradition.
· 1 don't understand why our fans think they can throw anything on
the court, when it's not done anywhere else in the country,· he said.
"We've worked too hard to bring this basketball program up from an
embarrassing situation. I don't need idiots throwing stuff on the
court, to take something away from what we've tried to do here."

I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUNDAY
More than 131 million people watched the Super Bowl on television,
with another 72,000 in the stadium. Daunte Culpepper of the Minnesota Vikings wasn't among them. The quarterback says it will
stay that way until he plays for the NFL title himself.
"I'm not going until I'm playing; said Culpepper, whose team fell
one win short of meeting the Baltimore Ravens in last Sunday's
championship game. "I promised myself that in my rookie year."
"I knew I had the ability to make plays," Culpepper said. "With the
team we had. I thought ~SQ...od,.!it,-wqiew the system. My main
goal was to get out thert, gar\the l')jS\>ect my tp,,mmates, show
them t ooukl do U1e job.' ---=-._________ ,J
I
It's difficult to imagine the 6-foo14,2~der pfa),~g better than \
he did until Jan. 14,_when the.Vikings lost 41-0 to the New York
Giants in the NFC cil~pionship game. "That's the first time in my
career that's happened to me, I had never beeh on any team that
was shut out at any level; Culpepper said. "That was the first time, I
hope that's the last time.'
Despite the crushing nature of the loss, Culpepper said he was over
it 24 hours tater.
"Life goes on; he said. "They just outplayed us that day. No excuses. We'll be back. You've got to let it go."
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The teen who says former Green Bay Packers star Mark Chmura
sexually assaulted her insisted on Tuesday that she was not fabri•·
eating her accusations. Under intense cross-examination, the then
17-year-old gi~ repeated her claims that the football player pulled
her into a bathroom at a drunken prom party last April and forced
her to have sex.
·1 didn't make it up. He raped me, sexually assaulted me, whatever
you want to call it. That's the truth," the teen told defense lawyer
Gerald Boyle. Boyte has oontended that the girt, who had baby-sat
for Chmura's children, disliked the former NFL star and was lying
about being assaulted at Chmura·s friend·s house. Chmura, 31,
faces up to 40 years in prison and $20,000 in fines if oonvicted of
third-degree sexual assault and child enticement. both felonies.
Chmura was cut from the Packers in June after he was charged.
Georgia has a new flag to fly over the Final Four and other big-time
sporting events, which should scuttle a proposed boyoott over the
Confederate battle symbol.
Gov. Roy Barnes signed a bill Wednesday adopting the flag that
reduces the Confederate fighting emblem to a tiny icon at the bottom or the banner. The flag was raised quietly and quickly over the
statehouse. Without a change in the flag, the NCAA executive commillee was expected to decide in April whether to move the 2002
and 2007 men's Final Four tournaments out of Atlanta, along w,th
the 2003 women's tournament.

The Lady Bison held the University of Maryland, Eastern
Sbore without a field goal for
8:54 in the first half to roll to an
impressive I 09-48 victory
Wednesday night in the Burr
Gymnasium.
Howard finished the game
shooting 53 percent from the
field as they scored triple-digits
for the fourth time in their last
five games. With the victory,
Howard improved to 12-6 overall record and 9-1 in the MidEastern Athletic Confereace.
The Lady Bison also kept in
step with South Carolina State
for the lead in the conference.
UMES tried to run with
Howard in the opening minutes,
which proved to be a very big
mistake. The Lady Bison would
make them pay, as Chanell
Washington'sjumperwith 14:55
left in the first half jump-staned a 23-1 run.
Howard would continue to

See LADY BISON. B2

2 MINUTE DRlll
iou Mean Hes Not
Going to Disney
World?
By TYRONE M CCANDIES

Hilltcp Staff writer

It's M::n:lay, and I'm sittjxg rere in the "tedlno·
logically advanced" I-Lab dojxg abeolutely nothing,
I fin:i n!,IS8lf gl.anciIJ3 tp at the t:ell!Visioo set ranirdjxg myself h:lw trueh the I-Lab is equal to the Wash·
i.rgtal Redskins. It ..as s If{• Aed to be gx,d, bJt: as o
yet hasn't lived tp to expectatims. 9.lt th3t's
er article later 01. Just at that =rent, I
to lad<: up and cal)3ht the Disney o:mrercial.
kn:,,,,, the Super ec,.,,1 ooe, when they say to the
Valuable Player, "YOU JUST WON THE SUPER BO
WHERE ARE YOU GOING?" Then the MVP tums
says "I'M OOIN3 TO DISNEY ~Rill!" It's corny, rut
very to.x:hjxg an:i it gives Disiey a lot of p.i)licity.
But the crazy thing ab::ut the o::mrercial ..as that Ray
lewis wasn't in the cx:mrercial that I saw. It ..as
Trent Dilfer, the quarterback of the Baltirrore
Ravens . ttmm, when I last looked, Dilfer ..as not the
MVP, it was Lewis, who had perhaps the rrost claninatjxg seascn a li.nemcl<er CD..ll.d ever llavt!. Yet, re
wasn't in the o::mrercial (s.el.l, n:t. the ooe that I ea,,.
01 ESEN, ) I"ve seen this hawer:, before, .,hen the
Brcnoos wc:n their first Super ec,.,,1 an::! Terrell
Davis was named MVP. But, that was different
because Elway had been struggljxg for so 1=3 and
finally wc:n ooe. Dcn't get ire wral9', the props
sln.tld've g::ne to Davis, wt Elway was in the o:mn-erci.al. ~ really f _ _ (yru can fill in the blank)

By T YRONE MCCAND1t:~
Hilltop Staff Writer

Photo by MM!< Coleman
Sophomore guard Asia Petty led the Lady Bison chargt, tu ming

tp thin_;

ab::ut that was the fact that pecple e-n-ailed

Se" 2 MINUTE DRILL. B2

in 29 poinl~ in Ho~ard·, 109-48 ,·ictory: p,·er the Unlnrsil) of
Mar,land. Eastern Shore on \\'t'dne:-,.d.Q) a_r Burr c,rnna,ium.

:Bitten by Lady Bulldogs
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Lady Bzson Lose Nail-Biter
in Orangeburg, SC, Drop to
Second Place in the MEAC
By TYRO-ff: McC,'lmE..,
Hilltop Staff Writer

CHILD INSISTS ON CHMURA

BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY JOI RIDLEY
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The phrase, "hitting them with everything we gol"
rang loud and clear last Saturday night in Orangeburg, SC at the Smith-Hammond-Middleton Arena,
as South Carolina State got double digit scoring from
fiye players to gain an emotional 107-104 victory
over the Howard Lady Bison.
S.C. Staie out-rebounded Howard 61-47, outsoored
1 the Lady Bison bench 34-17. forced 28 turnovers and
i forced three Howard starters to foul out.
The first half was a tale of 1wo basketball teams.
, Howard. wi1hou1 junior guard Nicole Jackson
! (ankle), had trouble early in the game. But the insideoutside combination of freshman Essence Coggins
1 and Andrea Gardner put Howard up 35- 19 lme in the
1
Lady Bulldogs got the wake-up call. With

!
!

I fi~:: ~he
I Aggies
i

Rena Jones, who came off the bench for 22 poillls,
Tasha Stinson (22 points). and diminu1ive guard
Shawn Burgess (23 points) leading 1he way. the
Lady Bulldogs went on a 22-5 run 10 lake a 41-40
halftime lead.
TI1e second half went the same way as fir,,i half.
The Lady Bison opened strong, eventually putting
some distance between themselve_~ and the compc
tition. Free throws by Essence Coggins made
Howard's lead 67-56 with less than 11 minutes 10
play. South Carolina State, favored by some questionable call s. went on an 18-4 run to take a 74-71
lead la1e in regulation. Yetta Enobakhare (four
blocks) fouled out during the SC State run.
The next casualty was Chanell Washington, who
picked up her fifth foul with 5:08 remaining. Asia
Petty picked up her fifth foul, leaving the Bison down
to five players at the two-minute mark, behind 8781.
Showing the heart of a team that has been on top
for years, the Lady Bison began to fight back.
Danielle Shelton·s three-pointer ignited a 10-4 run
that tied the score m 91 to send the game into overtime. Howard had a chance to win in regula1ion, but
Essence Coggins· shot wouldn't fall with 13 seconds

left,

In the ovcr11me period. South Carolina Stoic
jumped out to u 95-91 lead ;tnd never looked back
Howard pulled within 1wo on three different occasions and had a chance 10 go up by three. Coggins,
who '"'s hi11111g shots from as for a, Downto"n
Ordllgeburg, couldn't get her la,1 trey to go in. Stinson grabbed Coggins.· rebound and wa~; fouled with
one second remnin,ng. S1in,on hit ;i free throw and
missed the second, but Howard couldn't get anything
10 fall, as they lost their fin;t MEAC regular season
game in 14 tries.
SC State also got double-double game, from Nicole
Rhem (16 points. 12 rebounds) and Joselyn Thoma,
( I 2 points. 19 rebounds).
The loss spoiled double-double, from Andrea
Gardner (30 points, 19 rebounds) and Essence Coggins (28 points, 10 assists). Washmg1on ended up
with 14 points, pulling her within two of 1.000
pointS for her career Asia Petty also added 11 points
in the losing effort.
Howard fell to I0-7 overall and 7-1 in the MEAC,
while SC State improved to 12-4 overall. 8- 1 in the
MEAC.

End Bison Winning Streak

By ALICIA JonNSON
Hilltop S1aff Writer

,.

The winning streak for the Howard Bison ended at four as the basketball team was defeated by North Carolina A&T, 75-70, on January 29. Over 2,250 specta1ors, including a handful of Aggie fans,
came to the Burr to see if the Bison could play up to all the hype.
The Bison had just defeated South Carolina State 68-66 on January
27, and were looking to maintain home court dominance. Unfortunately, on this night the Bison were a step slow and shots that normally went down clanked off the rim.
The first half belonged to the Bison. With a quick 9-4 run 10 open
the game, it looked like business as usual at the Burr. Jonathan Stokes
led the first half assault with 10 points. Stokes would later finish
with 19. During this time all the Bison contributed 10 the effort and
opened up a IO-point lead. Howard went into intermission leading
40-33.
In the second half, the Aggies came out anacking the Bison zone
defense. A&T big men connected on shots from the inside and Aggie
guards found their rhythm on the outside. Landon Beckwith, who
shot a perfect 6-6 from the field, and Jan1es "Jf' Miller (16 points
6 assists) ignited the A&T attack.
'
Soon Howard. once up by seven. found themselve, down by four
with 12: 13 lefl in the game. A&Topened up the gap 10 as many as
seven points. The Bison kept things close with timely baskets by Ali
Abdullah, who has been named MEAC Player of the Weck. and
Stokes whose three-pointer brought the Bison within three with 57

See BISON, on B2
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11,c Howard Bison were handed their fir>t home defeat in a 75-70
10 1hc North Cm'Otina A&T AAAJes
MondJtr nt lhe Burr.1lhe Bison will Co,c,e Norfolk Stnte Satu1'd.n.) n1 .i p.rn.
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Lady Bison Beat Aggies
Washington Scores 1000th point in Stunning Loss
By CAMILLE M. HARVEY
Assistant Sports\Veek Editor
After falling to Sourh Carolina State last
weekend in a heart breaking I07 -104 overtime outing, the Lady Bison were looking for
revenge. Unfortunately for the Lady Aggies
of North Carolina A&T. they were next on
Howard"s schedule. Thercsull was u 112-70
rout for the Lady Bison on Monday night at
lhe Burr.
Camile Akins opened the game with a
three-pointer to place the Lady Aggies at a
3-0 advantage. Senior guard Chanell Wash•
ington answered with her first three-pointer
on the night to tie the game with 19:29
reimaining in the first half. Those three points
gtve Washington her 1,000'" cru.;er point.
Washington led all scorers. finishing with 27
points 10 give her 1.025 in her career.
Five seconds later. Essence Coggins nailed
her first three-pointer of the night 10 give
Howard a 6-3 lead. North Carolina A&T
would not see the lead for the rest of the
night, and would tie the game just once a1 13.
'!be Lady Bison used a strong defensive
press to pressure N.C. A&T into 32
tUTnovers.
This heavy pres.ure style of play caused the
Lady Aggies to shut down and quit. The
La'dy Aggies shot just 35 percent from the
floor. 45.5 percent from the three-point line
and almost 62 percent from the free throw
line. The Lady Bison scorched the net from
the field, shooting 60 percent from the floor.
and 40 percent from the three-point line.
Senior guard Chanell Washington led all scorers, finishing
Howard out-rebounded the Lady Aggies with 27 points to gi,·e her 1,025 in her career.
50-39 and had more steals {12-7).
MEAC co-rookie of the week Es.ence Coggins had
Washington also had five assists. one block. and two
I
8
points along with I 3 assists, a block. and three
steals for Howard. The nation·s rebound leader and
steals.
three-time player of the week. Andrea Gardner, had
Akins led all Lady Aggies with 23 points and two
25 points along with I9 rebounds and three steals.
Asia Peny fouled out with 22 points nnd four assists. steals.

You Mean He's Not Going to
Disney World?
From 2 MINUTE DRILL, Bl

THEIR COMMERCIAL. I DON'T
RESPECT THEM." Come on, let's
not be silly. lfl"m not mistaken, Bren
Favre was invited to Disney World
and he "had" a drinking problem and
"was" addicted 10 pain killers. People sti ll went 10 Disneyland and Disney World in droves. What is this?
People acq11i11ed of murder arc criminals and proven drunks are cool? Is
this what we're teaching our children? I'm not trying to pull the race
card here, but America makes ii hard

Howard Plucks UMES Lady Hawks
ton scored I 6 points, and Gardner
had her usual dominance with I 8
points and 13 rebounds on the night.
The lone blemish for Howard was
a technical foul Gardner picked up in
lhe first half. Still Parson was pleased
with the sophomore center"s performance.
"She has a positive attitude.'" Parson
said. '"I like the maturity that I see in
her:·
The one bright spot for Maryland.
Eastern Shore was Paula Tucker. who
scored 12 points in a losing effort.
The Lady Bison will next take on
the Lady Spartans of Norfolk State at
the Burr Saturday at 2 p.m.

ing lhe Lady Hawks 32-8 to win the
game in easy fashion.
smack UM.ES around until lhe end of , Coach Calhy Parson knew that the
half, when they held a commanding Lady Hawks were going to try and
run at the beginning of the game.
55-27 lead.
"We weren't surprised that they
In the second half, the Lady Bison
came
out running with us:· said Parturned up the heat. As in past games,
son.
"'When
you're competing. you
the Lady Bison wore down their
come
out
to
see
if you can run iniopponents in the first half. and lhen
went to Andrea Gardner in the sec- tially, then you make adjustments
ond half. Howard went on an I 8-6 during the game."'
Asia Pelty led all scorers with a
run to stretch their lead to 42 a1 77career-high 29 points on IO of I5
35.
Just when ii seemed things couldn"t shooting (6-10 from three point
get worse for UMES. the Lady range). Essence Coggins poured in 26
Hawks quit. The Lady Bison went on points to go with eight assists, nine
another offensive rampage, outscor- steals. and nine rebounds. WashingFrom LADY BISON, Bl

Aggies End Bison Winning Streak
From BISON, Bl

We Cover Howard Sports Better
than the Washington Post.
The Hilltop. Be Heard In the Sports World.

Tyrone McCa11dies is a senior radio
prod11ction major from Lexington.
North Carolina.

for me not to. How come we can't
just let Ray enjoy his moment in the
sun? Hell , I agree with the people for
not wanting a murderer at the same
park as I take my children. My point
is Ray Lewis was acquined (found
not guilty) of any wrongdoing. so
why don't you hater.; get off his
back? Spend your time doing something constructive. You know. something like loving your fellow man or
raising your kids! Now that's something worthy of going to Disney
World for!
•

seconds on the clock.
Opportunities for the Bison to
regain the lead quickly dwindled as
key free throws down the stretch rattled out of the basket. The Bison shot
11-19 from the charity stripe and 22
percent from behind the arc. A

missed open lay-up with 27 seconds
left s11mmed up the game for the
Bison.
After the game, Bison Coach
Frankie Allen gave credit to the
Aggie team.
"'A&T is playing good basketball.'"
said Allen. '1"hey rebounded the ball
well and got shots inside.'"

However. Allen doesn"t want his
1eam to lose focus.
·1"he most important thing is not 10
let this loss affect us mentally and
turn this loss into two more losses.'"
said Allen.
Aggie forward Bruce Jenkins, led
all scorers wilh 24 points and 12
rebounds.
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Go home with us 'til 2@JJ~.
_on Friday and Saturday nights.

Start off your new career managing a SCORE! Educational
Center for kids. From there, you'll be trained in sales, marketing
and management so that you'll have the entrepreneurial skills to
move up quickly. If you want a job where the only thing that can
slow you down is your own ambition, visit www.scorejobs.com .
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By JACQUELYNN, HIC'KS
Hilltop Staff Writer
I look into 1he mirror and I ,cc two small scars on my right cheek from a neighbors dog bi1ing me at eight or nine years old. I see 1m1rkings on my neck from a
recent car accident. There is a large birthmark or bum, I have not figured out" hich,
over and on my left breast and right in the middle of my chest rests a noticeal>lc
scar from the same accident My right arm has a scar from an iron M) left ann
had a scar from me fallim? on a kerosene heater. Both arnls have stretch marks.
Both thighs have stretch t~iarks. I have big hands to match my big feet and I am
not very tall. That is I\ hat I see everyday. ''I will praise you, for I am fcarf\illy and
wondcrlially made ... marvelous arc your works that my soul knows very well.''
Psalms t 39: 14
In my psychotic s.:arch to find myself and true meaning in the life l lhe.1 have
fom1d myself more conlils1,-d and unhappy with my discoverfos. I have always want<ld to be pcrii..-ct. That is why I want to lose ten more pounds, becau,e s·s-· 1371bs.
sounds beucr then 5'5" 147lbs. To my kno\\lcdge. weight has always been 1he
dysfunctional white woman's problem. Black women arc socialiled to be happy
any shape or size. Why b that? If that is the case. how come every time I look into
the mirror J see a fat girl with no hopes of gaining control.just weight'/ Hold On!
Before I c<>ntanue let me clear something up n:al quick. TI1is is not a low selt~esteem
sob story about a girl who bates herself. This is about mc,a beautiful black woman
who walks and talks with cortfidence: who 1s not afraid to slate her opinions and
discuss rele"1n1 issues. but the truth is, sometimes the outside is a represcnlation
of what one aspires lo be and not necessarily is.
I never cried b.:fore. Las! ,cmestcr, I found mysdf crying all the tame. I cried
after spending a night home alone. I cricJ after a date. I cried after hanging out
with my girls. I cried 1>alking home from church. J cncd liscening 1,, slow songs
ortalking to my family on 1he phone. I cried about my loss ofornevcr found direction in life. For once in my life. I had ro come face to face with my , ulnerability.
I saw myself as being weak and I hated lhat. I did not want 10 do anything that
would cause p<:<>ple to look hard, see my scars and marking.,. and realize that I am
!lawed tremendously. At what point exactly. did we learn ho" to be fake' When
we were babies and smiled. 11 was because somethmg tnaly ma<lt us happy. Why
is it when someone asks abou1 youi day, you cannot honcslly say. "I can't ,top
crying, I have no money. I cat too much. I have lhts ridiculous dream lo be perfect but otherwise 1'm just borderline miserabk!" Nope.Just ,mile and say. "I'm
fine, how are )Ota'?'' I wam so badl) to learn how to live .is I am. but I hate what
is wrong with me. I want to le.mt to be honest wi1h people whc-n it comes Ill wha1
makes me h,appy, angry, uncomfortalik. and confiLScJ
·'For you shall go ou1 wrth Joy. and be led out with peace; The mountairu, and the
hills shall break forth into singing he fore }ou. And all the uees of the field shall
clap their hands.'' Isaiah 55: 12
When I look into the min or 1his semester. I sec the same physical things. But
what Mi\C can't cover: my ou1look will have to mend. I c,111 contmuc l<1 grow,
progress. and hope to get 10 the p()ant where I can look at my impertcchons as a
basis for my b<:auty and individualaty and not a reason lo gel on the treadmill and
run an cx1ra five miles.
"Nol 1ha1 I speak in n:gmll to need. for I haw lcamc'<i in" hatc,er state I am. to
he content. I know how to be abased. and I know hc>w to abound . hervwhcre and
in all 1hmgs I haw learned both to be foll and to h<· hungry. both to ,1b~und .ind 10
suffer need. I can do all thing., thrnu".h Christ \I bu ,1rengthcns me." Plul. 4: 11-D
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Students Strive for Fitness in 2001·
By CHANEL VESTAL
Hilhop Siaff Writer
17 \

As the ball in Time Square dropped 10
commemorate the New Year. many peo•
pie will make an auempt to drop a few
of 1hose extra pounds they packed on
during 1he Holiday season.
According 10 the New England Jour•
nal of Medicine. an eslimated 85% of
adults gain weight between Thanksgiving and New Years. On January Isl.
freshman Biology major Sabrina Simms
decided 10 end two years of procras1ina1ion and finally get fit'
Sabrina has pledged 1ha1 she would
start "going to the gym and eating
right". Simms has chosen 10 eliminate
red meal and tr~ to stick to a low carb
diet and drink loh of water.
- "ST\1': trt11s Iler new mer amt exercise,
plan a ",lowly progre"ing lifestyle.
change." When asked wha1 would be her
bigge,1 challenge in sticking 10 her new
year's resolu1ion. "Ealing right"' was
Sabrina·s reply. Her ultimate weigh I loss
goal: ··30 pounds would be nice."
Joining Sabrina in her quest for fi1ne,,
in 200 I is transfer student Ebony Vann.
The film major said she was discourJgcd
by the weight she had gained by "eating
and going s1raigh1 10 bed.'' "l got a
(small] fridge so I c:u1 buy frui1, and
vegetables so I can hopefully stay away
from junk food:· says the Slowe Hall
resident. Motivated by her friend Theresa Harrigan. Vann looks forward 10
being in shape for the New Year. Theresa Harrigan. a freshman Business Management major. works out four 1imes a
week. She uses the weight machines in
Burr Gymnasium to tone her arms. abs
and lower body. The bc,1 advice ,he can
pass on 10 1hose looking 10 get fit i\,
"Don't just say you're going 10 do i1. do
i1." Harrigan says that exercise helps her
10 feel energized and mo1iva1c, her to
study. "I feel lazy when I don't get eter-

cise." Donnie Burton. a junior Adminis1m1ion of Jus1ice major. is an avid
weightlifter as well. Burton is a foo1ball
player on Howard's football team and is
a na1ive of Lake City. Florida. "I have
been lifting weights since high school."
Burlon works out close 10 2 hours every
day at Burr gymnasium. "Monday.
Wednesday and Friday I work on upper
body and Tuesday and Thursday I work
on my lower lxidy and ride 1he bike or
sometime, use the 1readmill." Burton
admonishes Howard siudents 10 "slart
off slow and get someone 10 help you,"
Facili1ies Manager of Burr Gymnasium. Isaac Darden. ,ay, "Time is of the
essence. 1.ake 1he umc to work out."
DarJ(!n r~1i.vm111end.., ~ettinf ;, per,onal
ioal lvr }OUrselfand ,taying commillcd
IO being in shape. "If you don't put 1he
1ime in. you're right back to square one."
The busie,1 hours are from 6:00-8:00
PM. according 10 Darden and 1he moM
popular machines are the free weigh1s
and treadmills.
Srndeni- even op1 to join some of the
more popular fitness chains such as
Baily's and Gold's Gym. They offer a
wider variety of equipment. helpful personnel and personalized diet and fi1ness plans. Bally's. locaied on LS! NW.
i, running a $49 dollar a molllh membership special for those who pledged 10
ge1 in shape for the New Year. The high
cos1 and the long commute sometimes
di<;courages Howard students from joining fitness clubs according IO freshmen
Lann Desouza and Stephan Lawrence.
Gelling fit requires commitmenl and
dedication. Many busy srudents desire 10
loose weight and tone up but find it very
challenging 10 make the time 10 exercise
and eat right. II is up to the individual
to make his or her New Years fitness
goals a resolution or a reali1y.

Spooks Seeks to Create Unique Style
By J OZEN CUMMl;\CS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Album Tille: S.1.O.S.O.S
Grade: C +
Group: Sp0oks
In hip-hop. diversity is a must. Without divcrsi1y. hip-hop would not have
the fan base it has today. Unfortunately. today's hip-hop agenda isn'1 exactly flourishing with 1he diversity I speak of. If it isn'1 high profile hip-l10p acts
preaching about !heir cars, 1hen it's underground artists ran1ing and raving
about how importan1 i1 is 10 keep i1 real. The laner is where hip-hop collective the Spooks fit into 1he hip-hop scheme.
For those of you who may not be aware. Spooks have been making some
noise as oflate in 1hc underground hip-hop world. They arc a group comprising
of four MC's, (Mr. Booka-T a.k.a. Bookaso, Water Water a.k.a. Aqua
Dinero, Hypno. JD aka Vengeance) a vocalist named Ming Xia. and a live
band.
Their album entitled S.LO.S.O.S. (the meaning of the acronym is never
revealed) is a 13-cut record combining beats reminiscent of early Rools work
and rhyme cadences simi lar to The Pharcydc. Unfortunately. while this combination may sound like a hip-hop junkies dream come true. the concept can
become Iiring on the cars. S.1.O.S.O.S. is guilty of what a lot of underground
albums are guilty of: ,ounding simi lar while on a quc>1 to sound different.
The biggest problem lies in the album's failure 10 vary the sound of the production. A couple of exceptions lie m 1racks such as "Sweel Revenge" and
"Swindlcy's Maracas". While vocalist Ming Xia shines throughout most of
the hooks on the album, "Sweet Revenge" is her song. Iler vocals stretch
and bend over the laid back string laden beat.
"Swindlcys's Maracas" is a spanish gui1ar piece that might be able 10 get a
few feet doing the cha-cha on the dance floor. Ye1 their auempt at taking 1heir

music intema1ional is ruined by their l)'rical c lumsiness which can be con1ribu1ed 10 their useless bilingual rhyme jargon.
The song where beats and lyrics truly mesh well toge1her is "Things I'vc
Seen," which was their debut single. from the Laurence Fishburne movie
"Once in the Life." The beat is backed up by an eerie beat laced with 1he
Spooks classic guitar sound and mysterious bell tones and strings. The song
deals wilh duality as Ming Xia sings "You won't believe the 1hings I've
seen/Far beyond your wildest dreams/I've seen chaos and order reign
supreme/I've seen the beauty of the universe so peaceful and serene/in seconds tum to violence and screams.'' Water Water spils over 1he bca1 "Yo, yo.
I've seen relalionships 1ha1·s so sick/ life long friendships so cha-o-tic/ Thug
cat banging this chick but won't kiss/drinking her spit/when copping a fix for
dope bliss."
Overall S.1.O.S.O.S. is almost 100 dilTerent, and while nothing has ever been
wrong with this concept (heck Ou1kas1 goes platinum every album by doing
something different). The Spooks will need to find a different way to be different With underground hip-hop enjoying a renaissance of some sorts. it's
very easy for a group like 1he Spooks to be overlooked; which is why this
group will need 10 go back to the drawing board for their next album, if their
really trying to be heard.
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-~New Scents Entice Younger Buyers
By JONATHAN C SIMS
A linle dnb of Hypno1ic Poison. and
some M;u1 !here. No, 1his is not some
wjc\at brew for Halloween but some
evil new fragrances. You smell like a
million bycks but you don't hm-e to pay
· tha~ch- Colognes and perfumes
hm-e
me the forgotten accessory.
Lo,t
ind s1mglasses, watches and
jewelry. these treasured scents have
t·
ba<.'k scat 10 the others. Well
'1 spray hits your skin is talcing
J\ • seat and the pedal's 10 the
. 1
ason many top designers are
- .tging in the industry to give con.
variety and fun with their new
e of the popular designers out
i..;
is lssey Miyake. The Japaner aided by a French team of
t produces this "so fresh and
... .'iQ clean," scent for men. Rated numger one for the pm,t fi\'e months, the
~logne is going off the shelf ut major
!k."f"'nment stores and specialty shops.
"lssey Miyake is practically the best
cologne I\-e owned." Kevin Kindle a
senior Radiation Therapy major, "its
incomparable to any other one out
there:·
Holding on strong but not too far
behind ,ue other de.~igners like Versace
and tl1eir new V/S for men, Dolce &

Gabbana ·s Man. and a classic by
Empirio Armini and their rose dream
He. One other classic tl1at made the list
was Ralph Lauren's Romance, which
ignites a spring renaissance. Why is
cologne emerging as the must have for
men this season? "Colognes have
always been popular but this season
we've seen something different," said
Tuey Sutton. a representative at Sephora "the new line has already defined
iL,;elf." New colognes like Gucci Rush.
Burberry"s'Touch, and Lolita Lempicka have all came out this month. "We
ha,-eseen men come in on a daily basis
to try these new scents:· Sutton said,
'·they really love the new ones."
When asked her favorite Sutton
replied with "Hana Mori." the new
French fragrance made for men and
women. 'The men don't get to have all
the fun [with new scents!," Sutton said.
"women are buying the new fragrances
right off the shelf.''
Sephora. like a magic wonderland
for the pleasing of you.r senses categorized their fragrances so it's easy to find
your hearts desires. The women's
scents of the year are the interchangeable lssey Miyake leading the pack.
Romance for women by Ralph Lauren,
j' adore by Christian Dior. and theclas-

E

sic Allure by Chanel are fierce competitors in the field. "Customers also
love Anna Sui's," said a Sephora
spokeswoman "her fr:,gmnce is purely classic but full of attitude.'' The
women received a special treat this
past week with the release of the newest
fragrance Hcrme.~ Rouge. The fiery
cinnamon blend with roses captures
that sensuous feeling that many HU
girls have or desire. '111is is going to
be a hot seller for V.'llentines Day." said
a representative for Sephom.
Some of you might be thinking
tl1ough all these, labels means a lot of
money but you. would be surprised.
The prices for colognes and perfumes
this year run from about $30-$70. But
if you are a baller(as they say) and want
to dish out some money for the rig.ht
scent there is one impon that is st:ut•
ing 10 titillate the noses of many.
Annick's Goutal's: Hadrien Absolu
(for you French majors to pronounce)
is a fresh lemony scent that is purely
golden as the bottle it comes in. This
frag,-ance tor men and women is $95 for
the eaude toilette and $145 for theeau
de parfum. which stays on for more
than 24 hours.
And if you are not a baller don't
worry. Even the true players in the

<

game are wearing designer scents that
you. a broke college student can aITord.
Jenifer Lopez wears Versace Woman
fora reasonable $40. The most shocking thing in celebrity colognes is that
Lopez ·s shadow and Friend. Sean
"Puffy" Combs own.~ a bottle of Demeter Leather. For you that don't know
this bottle of smell goods comes in at
a whopping $12. No there is no typo.
yes for the price of one of his CD's you
can ,vear what he wears.
So Spring is right around the corner
andiL~timetogetanewwardrobe. While
e,oeryone get ready lor the sun to hit the
yard and the winter jackets to stay in the
closet. don'tforget. The essential this year
to every OUlfit is the perfect cologne or per·
fume. With ½Jentines Day around the
comer a simple fmgrance might be the
perfect gift idea. since storeS like Sephom ha\'C gift sets. Question: how m:u,y
~ have you been complemented on
your scent this week? Well ifRemember
whether it be Versace·s Dreamer tor men
or Jean Pnul Gaultier's Fragile fi>r women
(which might be added has the mo.st
unique bottle of the year) don't step out
without spraying on.

{
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Pru Brings New Sounds on LP
By MF.LINNA A 1.1, F,VNJ::
Hilltop Staff Writer
\~fth a diamond "Marilyn Monroe" piercing.
glistening above her left upper Lip, Capitol anist Pru
is making her mark. The Houston native has just
, tepped onto the scene. releasing her self-titled
Pru, proving that g~at things come
• ·
xas. The enhanced CO holds thirteen tracks
with eclectic sounds of R&B. hip-hop,
country. rock. smooth jazz. and Latin influenced
rhythms. as well as vocals from a charming songstress. With a vocal sound reminiscent of Desiree,
Les Nubias. and (her musical influence) Rachelle
Ferrell, this singer/songwriter creatively expresses
fuusic about love, relationships. sensuality, and
I spirituality. Pru perfectly blends a CO full of cul• ·111re. style. and attitude.
.. :. "Prophecy of A Flower" is the deep and probing
track introducing us to the heart of Pru. " f live by
the prophecy of a flower. Killing me babyfmm the
miiwtes 10 1/11• hours. Should f love him 1101 or
should f /o,·e him, Energy bloo111i11g through my
body fmm your stem." With the heavy violin

dllbum
~

chords and a jazzy bridge singing "He fm·es me, he
loves me 1101." the melody is loaded with the notion
of a battling mind determining the possibility of a
relationship.
In the following track "I 83 Miles," heavy guitar
strums and precise drumbeats accompany a great
melody of echoing choruses to the on-point Pru.
She adds flavor to the track with a brief gospel-like
break that preaches on her travels alone and her
management of being solo. It all seems w be a big
bundle of heartache and abandonment. until Pru
progresses to her third track (and debut single)
"Candles.'' "Fmmd a way ro get O\'er yon, Fo1111d a
way ro get m·er yo11." The song begins with a chant
of relea~e and. if you listen closely. a sweet giggle.
Venting through the spiritual connect of lighting
candles. Pru finally has found a method of freeing
herself from the love she lost. "/ bum my candles
baby. You bum me 0111 011 both ends. I bum my ca11•
tiles bab); To ease the pain within... " This album
is loaded wi1h poignam poetry and superb execu-

lion. The interlude track of the album is a hip gyrating, finger snapping, and body stirring salsa break.
The interlude proves to be a perfect prelude to the
following pseudo-conga rendition of Sade's
"Smooth Operator." Pru's "Smooth Operator" has
a unique sound, new lyrics and a complete style and
influence of its own. In the chorus, Pru plays with
the words "Smooth operator". allowing the music
10 carry her words.
The "Peoples Poet" is a title well de.,;erved by Pru.
In the traek "Can't Compare Your Lo,-e", listeners are
gr.iced with the ,oice of Pru speaking an origin.'11 poem
in the midst of soft drums and gui'tar strums. "Order
ofthe wi11d, U11es a11d secret tloctri11es. b, the minds
of111e11. Highseasabol'eAm1ageddo11 .... " In the mid•
die of her poetry she introduces lyrics. It is a true sur•
prise and a wonderful treat.
Stepping into the realm of Pru is a pleasant and
rhythmic journey. Webster's defines the word "pru•
dent" as "capable of exercising sound judgment" and
Pru definitely fits the bill with this notewonhy debut.
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Tommy Boy Releases 20 years Worth of Hits
Celebrating 20 years in Lhe music industry, Tommy Boy Music will release a series of
reissues and compilations. Tommy Boy was one of the first labels to recognize the power
of rap and dance music. Artists from Afrika Bambaataa to De La Soul will be reissued
from Tommy Boy's 20 year catalog.

•

Rap Group Alkaholiks Change Name and Prepare to Drop Album
Rap group, Tha Alkaholiks have officially changed their name to Tha Liks and will be
releasing a new album in May. The album ·•x.O." will be released on Loud Records. Busta
Rhymes. Xzibit, Kurupl and King Toe will also be featured on the album while Dr. Dre,
The Neptunes, Rockwilder and E-Swift will handle the bul k of the production.

Napster Cornes up Big Outside of Court
TVT Records has dropped its copyright infringement claims against Napster. TVT said
its decision to end the lawsuit is based on the new service Napster b devloping under an
alliance with BMG Music.

Rapper Lil' Kim Appears on "DAG"
Lil' Kim is set to play the role of a temporary secretary on the February 13th episode of
NBC's ·'DAG". Lil' Kim has also appeared on recent episodes of "V.I.P." and "The Cindy
Marg_olis Show" and is set to star in two films, ·'Juwanna Mann" and ''Jack of All Trades".

De La Rocha Prepares Album
Former Rage Against the Machine frontman Zack De La Rocha has been hard at work
on hi s upcoming solo album. Questlove of the Roots has reportedly produced four or five
songs for the album. De La Rocha plans to also have production from EI-P of Company
Flow and Jay Dee of Slum Village.
Compiled by Brandon A. Miller
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Volunteers
Needed for
NIH Researc h Study
The Pulmonary-Critical
Care Medicine Branch
at the National Institutes
of Health is looking for
individuals vvith
asthma
betvveen the ages of 1 865 to participate in a 3 to
4- day research study_
A
thorough medical evaluation and monetary compensation vvill be provided_ lf interested , please
call (30"1) 402-"1 553.
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'Gris Gris': A Tale of Voodoo, Queens and a Dynasty
II'

BY ALYSHA COUil
Hilltop Staff Writer
In New Orleans. in the summer of 1869, Old Mari~ Laveau. the six1y-nineyear-old Queen of the Voodoos, relishes her station in life and seems determined to reign forever. The u ,vcau family has maintained a powerful rank•
ing for over one hundred yea.rs and Old Marie is the self-proclaimed "Pope
of Voodoo... However. time is rapidly running out for the Laveau Voodoo
dynasty. Old Marie is aging rapidly. and her daughter and probable successor has other plans. Young Marie in an effort 10 deny her destiny, plots
to run away with her secret lover, Gerald. a white ,hipyard heir, but she realizes there is no room for a King in the life of a voodoo Queen. Meanwhile,
Old Marie wages a sly banle of wits with the new Police Chief and a new
Bishop. The Police Chief is determined to destroy any black woman who
knows and secs all--especially when it involves him and his secret lover.
The recently ordained Bishop. who Lave:,u playfully refers 10 as "baby
priest... views Old Marie·s claims as direct blasphemy 10 the Catholic
Church. In fact. he is driven crazy when he discovers Marie Laveau's
voodoo is an ingenious melange of Catholicism and traditional Africanbased beliefs. Furthermore. the Queen now has 10 match wits with a knockoff voodoo rival form South Africa. Madame Claude.
You have just read the selling for the Daniel Du Plantis" play 'Gris Gris;
presented by the African Continuum Theatre Company. •Gris Gris (pronounced gree gree) is derived from the French word •gris' for gmy. In Voodoo
culture. gris signifies a talisman (amulet or a charm) capable of bringing good
luck 10 the user and misfortune to others. Gris is what you get when you mix
black magic with white magic. and it is also exactly what the Laveau Dynasty
0

needs 10 pull mother and daughter together.
Old Marie Laveau refuses 10 let the shackles of mcism hold her down.
Only four years after the Civil War, she was a self-made black woman living
in a white man·s world. Yet. Laveau has the power to come and go as she
pleases. with clout in mailers both secular and religious.
Carleen Jaspers. Dramaturge for 1he Morton Sarell National Playwriting
Competition says, "Gris Gris is a play about faithrea mother's faith in her
daughter. a daughter"s faith in her mother. a woman ·s faith in a merciful
God. a community's faith in its leader and in its future." This play provides
a secret look onto the world of Marie Lavcau. her dynasty and its power in
1860s New Orleans.
Playwright Daniel Du Plantis was born and raised in Louisiana. Du Plantis received his B.A. from Nicholls State University in Louisiana, where he
is currently a professor of drama and poetry. While studying at the University of California. he received his M.F.A. in professional writing and served
as a producer of the USC play festivals. He was recently named the winner
of the 2000Southern Playwright's competition for his play The Bayou Merchant: He is also the only writer 10 have won the Tennessee Rose award twice.
The African Continuum Theatre Company (ACTCo) is an organization comprised of fourteen black theater companies and more than 600 professionals.
entlmsiasts and friend\ of local black theatre. ACTCo's goal is" to adhere 10
the highest standanh of artistic expression and presen1aiion. always striving to
challenge. uplift and stimulate (their] audiences through the exploration of new
and theatrical forms as hip-hop. as we LI as the reconsideration of classic works."
'Gris Gris· is playing at 14th Street"s Source Theatre,Washington·s oldest
small professional theater. through February 11. True to its name. Source has
been a strong foundation for aspiring talent.

A .rn•ne /l'Vm ··Gn." Cri.fi ·· plaJ mg nt 11,e Somre Theotf\' through February/ Ith
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Priestess of Poetry Lights Up the Staie
BY KENRYA M. RANKIN

Hilltop Staff Writer

'

Wearing a smile like a million fireflies just set free.
she makes even the most uptight :md nervous virgins 10
the microphone feel at-home. She welcomes visitors
and invites them 10 sit and get comfortable before the
show begins.
Abena Disroe, host of the Kaffa House·s Thursday
Open-Mic Poetry Night. is a poetic presence in her own
right. She speaks with the sultry. soothing voice of a
late night radio host and moves with a grace that honors
her ancestors at e,•ery tum. On this. the sixth night of
the weekly presentation of poetry, perfonnance art.
song ant! dance. Dbroe is in her element pcrfonning her
pieces. drawing people out of the ,hadow, and into the
,po11igh1. a11d enjoying 1he wam, vibe of the 1wiligh1b:ltl~dltxllll: Di~d!! 'm-'1 ~1~~h~f!!, nou,e ,
abj>_\,1\,1~<? :X<i~ jl,!;O andii~ediattlY became a weekly
regular on the nl,c. performing lief original pieces for
one ye:ir. She left to head a program entitled ··Empowering Neighborhood People" in the District. When
Kaffa House owner Elias Zelcka completed renovations
10 his building late last year, he invited Disroe 10 host
the Open-Mic night. Eager 10 branch out and something
new, Disroe accepted.
Born in Memphis. Tennc.~see and later moving 10 Mt.

• a

AfH'na Disro~•, 1/igl, /'ri(':(leSS ,ifPoetr)'

Vernon, Illinois. Disroe came 10 the District in 1982.
She auended Lane College in Jackson. Tennessee
before transferring 10 Jackson State University where
she was an on-air personality and completed an undergraduate degree in Mass Communication with a concentration in Radio. Television and Film.
Disroe actually came 10 the Metropolitan area on a
scholarship 10 Bowie State Unversity where she earned
her masters degree in Fine Arts. with a concentration in
theater. Disroe admits that she jumped at the chance 10
leave home and explore her varied creative interests.
"Growing up in a small town with one high school
where the best job was 10 work al the bank or to build
tires at the tire factory. Washington is like a utopi, tn
you," said Disroe.
Her move 10 the Washington. D.C. began the snowball
effect of blessings that characterizes her creative career.
While auending a function in 1990 at DC Space. a local
center for the arts. Disroe was invited to share her work
by one of DC-s most widely respected poets. the late MWillie Askari. Afterward. Disroe began an hour gue,1slot on WPFW's "Poet and the Poem.. show where ,he
performed her work. That performance resulted in Dbroe being cast in many plays. including Charle, Black•

well', ··Js: The Color of Mississippi Mud."
The ,how on WPFW led Disroe 10 develop a performance group called Voices with Vision. which has six
perforn1ers. The group follows Disroe ·s vision of celebrating culture and restoring the community by combining poetry. music, storytelling. and creative dance.
"When I do my poetry, ifs like music,.. says Disroe.
·"The way I speak it, the way I move, I hear music. I
feel like therc·s a voice in the music, the poetry, of
course, and in the movement and the story. I want to
bring all of this together."
For the pas, 1hree years. Disroe has perfonned storytelling at thiny lucal elementary ,chools with the
"Everybody Win,· program that 1s aimed at fostering
reading in children. D,,roe 1., 3/so 1hc author of "Mttk·
ing II Happen.. a res0urce directory of community selfhelp organization, that was published by the John5
Hopkins University School of Advanced and International Studies last November. Other venues that Disroe
ha, perfom1ed at include the National Theater, The
Smith,onian. New York's Nuyorican Poets Cafe, and
the African American Art, Festival.
With so much on her plate. this Queen is doing just
fine.

Katfa House: The Poet's Den
By JEFFREY WU.LIAMS
Hilltop Staff Writer
Washington, D.C:s poeuy scene quietly thrives through the
success of iL~ numerous hole-in-the-wnll venues. countless
back-alley ciphers, and occasional "Poets Anonymou.f·
meetings. Howe\'er. amidst a city full of poetic cxpre...sion
buried beneath crime-filled streets and force-fed politie-,. U
Street has erected its savior: the Kaffa House. Its w:um welcoming atmosphere. tinted by red. green. yellow. and white
lighting, is enough 10 anract the hopeful poet as well as the
curious passerby. Upon entering the litemry 1a,-en1. all are
greeted with "Peace and blessings'·bythc Kaffa House·s host.
Abena Disroe. with the exception being her occasional
''Hello. queen" 10 an unfamiliar female face.
Inside. the first impression given by the 1212 U Street poet•
ry house is inviting. Soft-cushioned couples couches. padded
chairs.and barstools linctheedgesofthc walls while.above.
arc afrocenaic paintings mounted strategically 10 support the

an1bience of the room. On tl1e opposite wall. a room-length
mirror amplifie,; the decor and re0ects the backsides of chmting patrons at the bar. On this Thursday night, Bob Marley
pumps from the room·s many speakers over the room·s con\<ersalions. while sonie of the evening"s poets glance over their
materinl in the couches surrounding the perforn1ance area.
A couple of readers pace between their sears and the from
door. anxiou., 10 begin their recitmion. However, the eight
o ·c1ock show time has yet 10 arrive. As visitors filler in and
1he time approaches, the music is lowered and Disroe.
dressed from head to toe in earthy, green African garb.
approaches the microphone and asks for the opening drum
call by William H. Taft, known simply as ''raft:'
As Tait begins to pound on the drum. Disroe. the "High
Prieste,;s of Poetry;· opens up the spoken-word session with
a poem of her own complimented by an interpretive dance
by a stunning, dreaded six-year-old nanied Asamewa. Afterward, Disroe invites the poets of the evening to the front. o,ieby-one. Their experience ranged from ''microphone virgins"

10 those dubbed as "community poets." The performances
Ja.,1 well into the night. but some of the auendec, are attracted by another :dluring ru.pect of the building: the restaurant
upstairs.
Thenewly-renovll!edupperhalfof the Kalfa Holl.IC has been
uniquely constructed into a sit-down restaurant andjuice bar.
complete with sofa-seat tables, appetizing food and quality
service. Cynthia. an energetic woman. arranged the menu herself and is the restaur.int's hostess. At any given moment. she
can mnleoff a numberofthemenu·sdeliciousentree.5. sandwiches. and side dishes. The Kaffa House restaurant alro
boasts affordable prices that rival its famous across-1hestrce1 neighbor. Ben's Chili Bowl.
The addition of the restaurant has also re.~1ored the Kalfa
House·s capnb,lities in terms of enten.tinment. Monday
nig)lts host an open jazz session from 6 10 10pm and reggae
from I0:30 to 2am. Tuesdays, from 9pm until closing. have
been designated for Comedy Night with BET s "Comic
View," while downstairs a OJ plays hip-hop in the open room.
0

Wedne:,day"s Networking Happy Hour attracts many for its
primc:1ime drink, and Thursday's 6 10 10pm poe!Iy slam display, a divcr..e spectrum of poetic lyricism. Hip-hop and reggae tak-e over on Fridays from 7pm 10 2am. followed by live
bands performing from 6 to 10pm on Sarurdays. Sunday
afternoons, Jazz With An Attitude plays from I lan110 2pm,
followed in the evening by another DJ from 9 w1til closing,
Recen1ly. the Kaffa House has extended its Friday and Saturday hours for
both the restaumm and the open room until 5am and 3am
respectively.
With all of these new developments in the club and re!,lau
rant. the Kaffa House has decided 10 expand its inOuence or
tlie community by starting a newslener and website, and i•
looking for interested srudenrs to offer their assistance i,
media. Kalfa House is also looking fora regular house band
For more information nbout the Kalfa House or related ques
lions. contact Abena Disroe at (,ro)3J(}~VoiceswithVi
~ion@ynhoo.com.

.

The Bethune House: A Tribute to Black Women
BY Kl,\1Hf'. RLF.f. EDWARDS

Hilltop Staff Writer
When you first see the brown, brick row-house on Vermont
Avenue in Northwest , it looks like every other house on the Street
except for the sign on the small front lawn that reads. "Mary
McLeod Bethune Council House National Historic Site."
The "Council House" w,is sold 10 Mary McLeod Bethune and the
National Council of Negro Women forSl5.000 in 1943. The purchase
of the house was made possible in part by a $10.000 donation from
Marshall Field and contributions from the NCNW executive staff.
The "Council House· served as the headquarters for the National
Council of Negro Women and Bethune·s residence until 1949. The
original appearance of the house·s kitchen, 15 rooms, and two bathrooms has been maintained as best as possible. TI1e names of the
rooms in the house serve 10 commemorate the individuals and orga•
nizations whose contributions made its creation possible
Today, pictures and other collections dealing witl1 the history of
black women and their accomplishments grace the walls of rooms in
the house. There is an emphasis placed on the legacy of Mary

McLeod Bethune. as well as the history of 1he National Council of
Negro Women and other organizations for black women. One of the
15 rooms in the house is designated to six women who were key in
assisting Mary McLeod Bethune with the establishment of the
'"Counci l House" and the founding of many schools in the South.
Educational opportunities for black in the South at the end of the
19th century and the early 20th century were extremely limited, and
the few schools that existed were only open for a few months out of
the year. State support for the education of blacks was rare. so they
created their own institutions. Although. black women served as
teachers and started a number of schools. their role in the development of these in:,titutions is often overlooked. One of the exhibits in
the house reveals the intricate role that black women played in the
development of these schools.
This exhibit and more is contained in the Mary McLeod Bethune
Council House National Historic Site, which was declared a National Historic Site by Act of Congress in 1982, and acquired by the
National Park Service in 1994. The Empire Victorian townhouse
stands as n reminder of Mary Mcl'..eod Bethune and the other black
women who helped shape American history,

HAVE AN
EVENT??
WANT TO
WRITE FOR
ENGAGE??
CALL GINGER
@ 806.6866
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What is your purpose?
JC! ' ''· To make my gut wrench
,m: ,,w My hands shake and my teeth clench?
1 51
, q Stabbing my chest with the staccato rhythm of
('" >bn an ice pick
Draining the vibrant passion for Life
That I once possessed
For Love.
You are void of class
Quintessentially crass
And your words beat my emotions
With the cacophonic vibrations of
punctured snare drums
.am"''
,1n r And I am stagnant in this misery
1
'
Until your enemy picks the scum from
"
my veins
n1 •
Calmly cooling my nerves
With the amaretto taste of love rain
01
nr r.n Simply put, F**K pain!
1

.

I

blue
blue as silent whispers
in liquid dreams
blue without remorse
or phalangs ofguilt
blue as the polar current
westerl.!J

w J

r!

miles fom the chilean

-Jason Johnson

'

coast

Wait: love Poem #378

phia

I didn't know that love takes time
until vou.
,.
"""''"" ., ·•II
jJf,

1 IOHU

on a street in ph11adel-

'

'
i)();, ,,

a mother weeps for
11

;,I II I l l

,

)

Didn't know that it took so long to
make up it's perplexed mind,
until we.
Didn't know that it could
come and go as it pleased,
until l ... let vou go,
gave vou vour own space
and found a port of mvself,
not knowing that I had gotten lost in us.
Didn't know unti l I let go
that love was in me,
even though there was no vou.
Didn't know that l first had
to know mvself
to know love
and to know that love is us.
I.

Prince . . .

---
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son forever
lost
in Palestine
the.!fOUl1.!J
the hurlers ofstone
are shown no merC.!f

.!fet i am blue
blue because ofshe
blue because ofwoman
gone

-Courtne.!f Wilson
Didn't know that love is slow
makes us pay attention,
makes us wait.

- ladyBlue
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Sutton Explains Healing Proces·s for Himself, Oklahoma State Players
'

By JOSII CRUTCIIMER

Daily O'Collegian (Oklahoma State U.)
(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla. - Eddie Sunon
· ,poke a few inaudible words. His voice cracked. He
wiped his face and eyes, worn from three days of little
sleep and a lot of tears. with a white handkerchief.
Then Sutton, Oklahoma State's basketball coach since
1990, walked into the press room of Gallagher-Iba
Arena on 1l1esday to face the media for the first time
since Saturday's plane crash that killed 10 people
returning from OSU's game ut ColoradlJ.
Sutton was flanked by Cowboy players Fredrik
Jonzen and Andre Williams. The three men talked
about their healing process. They talked about returning to the court.
They talked about dedicating their season to Dan
Lawson and Nate Fleming. their teammates who were
killed in the crash.
"I think we are getting better:· Sutton said. "I've tried
to advocate to the team that this is a long process. One
way to do it is to think of the good times we had with
the people who are gone.
'The happy times we shared together are part of the

healing process. They need to remember this. They
need to talk about it."
That is what they did Tuesday, after their first formal
practice since the accident. Sutton called the practice
one of the best OSU has had.
Former Cowboy players Desmond Mason. Joe
Adkins and Brian Montonati joined the team at practice. Their presence helped make the practice as
smooth as possible, the players said.
'These last three days have been like a long nightmare for all of us." Jonzen said.
"It feels like every day we're going to wake up and
Nate and Dan are going to be there. Jt was good to
practice today. It helped for all of us that Desmoad and
Joe and Brian were there:·
Williams. a sophomore whose first roommates at
OSU were Lawson and Fleming, will speak with Sutton at Wednesday's memorial service, scheduled for 3
p.m. at Gallagher-Iba Arena. Those who cannot get into
the arena can view the service at Lewis Field.
'The biggest thing now is for the families," Williams

said. "We have to let them know how much we care
about them:·
Sutton said Williams, who knew tragedy up close
growing up in Kansas City, Kan .. was the player he
thought could best address the crowd at the service.
"Andre is someone that, for strangers to the program,
has lived a life of tragedy," Sutton said. '·He has seen
more go wrong than anyone in this room will ever
encounter.
"I thought he was the one person that might be able to
go up there and speak. I asked him and, without hesitating. he said, 'Coach, I want to."'
The Cowboys will have a little more time 10 heal
before returning to the court. OSU's home game
against Missouri, originally scheduled for Saturday,
was moved to Monday at 7 p.m. and will be televised
regionally by ESPN Plus.
Sutton and the players said Fleming. Lawson and the
eight others who died in the crash. will weigh heavily
on the team's mind as the season moves forward.
"I think the team will respond in a positive manner."

Sutton said. "I know this team will dedicate thcms ves
to Dan Lawson and Nate Fleming."
Facing the media for the first time without Will
cock. OSU's basketball media relations director w
was killed in the crn,h. by his side, Williams talke
about why the team will move ahead.
"This press conference would be a lot easier if I c
look over to my left and see Will winking at me."
said. "But I've never thought about giving up. Dan nd
Nate wouldn't want us to give up. so that's never
crossed my mind. I will never give up.
"This season. and as long as I am here, is going t be
dedicated to Dan and Nate:·
Williams echoed the sentiments of his teammates d
coaches. He echoed the sentiments of most people t
Oklahoma State Unive,...;ity. As time turns pain into
memories. they will all find strength in the friends hey
have lost.

Oklahoma State Players Face Media for First Time Since Crash
By J USTIN Wtt,METII

,

Daily O'Collegian (Oklahoma State U.)
(U-WJRE) STTLLWATER, Okla. - Leaving the
floor of the Coors Events Center after a tough 81-7 1
loss to Colorado. Oklahoma State basketball players
probably thought the game against the Buffaloes was
going to be the worst part of their weekend.
It wasn't

Saturday evening, the third of three planes carrying
the OSU contingent crashed. killi ng all 10 on board.
'Two of those killed - Nate Fleming and Daniel Lawson - were OSU basketball players.
1\iesday. for the fust time. two OSU basketball players - junior forward Fredrik Jonzen and junior forward
Andre Williams - spoke to the media about the loss of
their teammates.
Willian1s said the loss of two of his teammates has
"been a long proces;."
"These have been the longest three days of my life,"
Williams said.
And understandably so. Not only did Williams lose a
teammate. he lost a roommate.
"My first step is just being able to sleep in my apart-

ment. just knowing when I get up in the morning that
Dan isn't going to be there.
Jonzen lost his roommate as well in Fleming.
"He was a walk-on to this team. and he really
enjoyed playing basketball with us," Jonzen said.
"He was always out there every day in practice
working his butt off and he was a great friend 10 me
too. That's how rm going to remember him."
Earlier in the day. all the current members of the basketball team - along with former teammates Brian
Montonati, Joe Adkins and Desmond Mason - gathered
in the ba~ketball offices and joined their coaches 10 talk
about the friends they all lost.
OSU coach Eddie Sutton said it's been a very traumatic experience for all for the team. and the best way
10 get through it all was to talk about the good times
they had with the people who are gone.
·There\ been a lot of happy times we·ve shared
together," Sutton said, "and I think this is part of the
healing process that I've tried to drive forward with the
team that they need 10 remember this and they need to

talk about this.
"I think they've been really good about bonding
together and talking to each other. not only when their
coaches are with them. but when they are by themselves.H
Jonzen said the meeting was a good thing to take
part in.
"We shared some memories and we all laughed."
Jonz~n said. " It comes in ;purts. all the emotions. You
mix it with tears and you mix it with laughter. and I
think today was a great moment when we got to share
some good memories as a team:·
During the press conference, Williams shared one of
his first moments at OSU. It was a moment that included both Lawson and Fleming.
"I roomed both of them my first year here," Williams
said.
"It was interesting in Bennen with me. Dan and Nate
in one room.
"But the funniest thing was when I first got to school
here, I walked into the room and they kept telling me

my roommates were Daniel Lawson and Nate Fie · ng.
And I walked in. and it's a guy from Detroit ..nd a ~ttle
tennis player from Edmond. Then Joe (Adkins) can,e i1
and somebody said something. and Nate sa.id ·no, I
play tennis: And Joe just looked at him again and said
'oh. we got us a tennis player now.' Those were the firs
two people I really met here. and I'll never forget
them."
Wednesday afternoon, Williams will speak at th
memorial in front of a packed Gallagher-Iba Arena n
share his thoughts and memories of Fleming and L w
son.
"Personally. I' m going 10 go in and just show th
families how much we care about them." Williams
said. 'This is going to be hard. but we've got to show
their families tha1 they were part of this family and
they'll always be a part of our family. It'~ going to be
great to go in there and I know OSU is going to supp<
us."

Congressional Report Shows
Increase in Campus Crime
By Alex Kingsbury

~oward Unhtwsity Divisi~nl of Student Affairs ..Office of Residence Life

RESIDENT
2001-2002 AsSISTANT

PoSffiONS
Qualifications: Undergraduate - Sophomore, Junior, Senior - 2.5 (GPA) average.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active
participation and positive leadership in hall programs and activities.
Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the supervision of Community Directors, work
a minimum of ten (10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings, work
with 40 to 60 students occupying a corridor, assist with hall programs and activities,
attend all meetings called by the Community Directors, and assist with administrative
responsibilities.
Employment: Is for one year and includes a taxable stipend of $1,000.00, paid In
monthly installments plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for
a second year is possible, but requires a new application.

U-WIRE Washington Bureau-Serious
crimes on 1hc na1ion·s 6.300 college campuses are on
the rise. according to a recent Depar1111en1 of Educa1ion
report.
Hate crimes. robberies and sexual offenses are
among the 250,000 reported crimes highlighted in
'1'he Incidence of Crime on the Campuses of U.S.
Postsecondary Education Institutions.''
The Department of Education under former Secretary of Education Richard Riley prepared the Jan. 18
report to Congress.
"The purpose of the report i> two-fold," said S.
Daniel Carter. vice president of the non-profit watchdog group Security on Campus. Inc. "First is to inform
students and parents of prospective students as to the
dangers faced on college campuses. Second it is to
convince schools that they need to make changes in the
way they train their officers. ge1better technology. better lighting. electronic locks, better policing."
In a letter to college presidents. the Department of
Education said the public uses "the information 10
assess the institution's security policies and the level
and nature of crime on its campus."
The report showed a slight overall increase in reported on-campus crime in 1999 from 1998 and a drop in
murders and aggravated assaults. Increases fell in several areas, including drinking-related incidents.
"There are different factors that are faced in colleges
rather than in communities," Carter told U-WlRE.
"First is a concentrated use of high amounts of alcohol
and drugs that the normal community doesn't deal with
because normal communities couldn't with those
amounts of alcohol."

Many American universities struggle with binge
drinking - 1he exc<·ss,w con,umption of alcohol by
students. The implications go beyond drinking. Cart<
added.
"Alcohol and violence ha,-e a direct correlation." I
said.
The repon cites some I08,846 incidents of alcoho
relnted referral, for disciplinary action in addition to
the 25.933 alcohol-related arrem in 1999. Drug abu
increased 6 percent nationally.
The number of homicides dropped dramatically
from 24 in 1998 to 11 in 1999. a 54 percent decrease
Hate crime; increased from 1,374 in 1998 10 2.06·
in 1999. The report attribute, this increase to the
increase of two-year for-profit institutions that "gene
ally do not have police or security officers."
"It is important to collect these data at an institutic
al level because violence motivated by hate or bias
seriously threatens the values of the school and the
larger community." the report said.
Despite increases in ~ertain crimes. the report sa
students are safer on campus. Only 19 percent of th
crimes reported occurred on campuses. while 72 pe •
cent occurred off or nearby institutional grounds.
The report is a result of two congressional nets
requiring such data to be reported.
The 1990 Student Right to Know and Campus Sec
rity Act is now known as the Clery Act in memory o·
Jeanne Clery, a srudent at Lehigh University, who ,va
sexually assaulted and murdered by a classmate in
1986. The Higher Education Amendment of 1998 a
required a compilation of the data.
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We Need Good People
Interested in Self Development
and Helping Others

I

A story of

I

premature
reincarnation.

Secure application from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to the:
Office of Assistant Dean for Residence Life
Tubman Quadrangle, Room 19
2455 4th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20059
On or before February 16, 2001
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GOT MONEY?
Air Force ROTC does!
Earn a degree while training to become an Air Force officerf Upon graduation,
you have a guaranteed job with great pay and benefits waiting for youl
-. -•J~\

Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 is based at Howard University and also
supports students attending the following universities and colleges:
American, Catholic, Georgetown, George Washington, Marymount, Trinity, & UDC

For More Information Contact
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130
Lt Colonel Francine Goode
fgoode@howard.edu

(202) 806-6788

-----.....~ -

--

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

.Bison Yearbook
Blackburn Center. Suite G-06

\,Vashingtun. D.C. 20059

Chaund ra "Nikki" Young, Eclilor-ln -Chirf
lvl ichael Bro\vn, i\lanaging Editor
(202) 806-"7870

\,lemorandum:

Fcbru;iry 2. 2001
TO:

Selective St udents

FROfvl :

8 ison Ycarbook Staff

SUBJECT:

Incomplete Fon11s

URGENT! URGENT!
Ir your naine is listed be low, it is urgent that you contact the Bi-;on Yearbook as
as possible to con1plete you r hometown/current address fonns.

'>Oon

Ir you do 1101 contact

us
~1y January 30. '.200 1. then your picture cannot go in the ycarhonk. Stop h) -..uitc G -02
111 Blackburn. ca l 1 202-806-7870. or emai I u-.. at b1sonycarbool-- ca hntrnai l.con1.
Shana A ithcrson
Mary A ntwi
K ai Dwyer
Jcaniqua Francis
Aiesha Gu rley
Shy la Hanlan
Y anhui 1-l u
Elnora Johnson

Richard Mcleish
Amec rah Muhamn1acl
Wesley Ol iver
G inger Plumn1cr
A lvin Smith.lll
Corey Ncv.-nian
Wes lc > Ol iver
Roderic !-- Pres-..

TuEHn, LTOP

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 2

2001

II WANTEO: IJ

Investigators
Risk-T1-aker~ :;,..

-

Adventurer s

Catalysts,,.;,,,.'
..

Sergio pays close attention to detail when examining the accuracy of executed trades.
He uses equal precision when racing against the forces of nature. What drives you?

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Technology Department
Technology Summer Analyst Information Session
Tuesday, February 13, 2001
6:30 pm

School of Engineering
Technology Summer Analyst Interviews
Wednesday, February 28, 2001
School of Engineering
Gollltnan

SacllS

MINDS. WIDE OPEN:3M
www.gs.com
Goldman Sachs, an equal opportunity employer, does not discriminate in employment on arr/ basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local laws.© 2000 Goldman, Sachs & Co.
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GOT MONEY.?
Air Force ROTC does/
Earn a degree while training to become an Air Force officer! Upon graduation,
you have a guaranteed job with great pay and benefits waiting for you!
'

Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 is based at Howard University and also
supports students attending the following universities and colleges:
if4merican, Catholic, Georgetown, George Washington, Marymount, Trinity, & UDC

For More Information Contact
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130
Lt Colonel Francine Goode
fgoode@howard.edu

(202) 806-6788

------~-

--

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

.Bison Yearbook
Blackburn Center. Suite G- 06

Viashingtun. D.C. 20059

Chaundra '''Nikki" Young, Editor- In-Chief
l\tlichael Bro,,·n, l\lanaging Editor
(202) 806-7870

.Vlcmora11clun1:

Febru;iry 2. 200 I
TO:

Selec ti ve Studenh

rROJ\11:

Bison Yearbook Staff

SUBJECT:

l nco,np lc te Forms

URGENT! URGENT!
If your na,n c is listed below. it is urgent that you contact the Bison Yearbook a-., <.,0on

as po:,siblc to complete your hometown/curren t address forms. Ir you do not contact u"
by January 30. '.2001 . then your picture cannot go in the yearbook . Stop h:, -.,uitc G-02
111 Blacl--burn. cal l '.202-806-7870. or emai l us at bison yearbook ([1 iJot111ail.co111 .
Shana Ai therson
Mary Antwi
Kai Dwyer
Jcaniqua Francis
Aiesha Gurley
Shyla Hanlan
Yanhui Hu
Elnora Johnson

Richard Mcleish
Arncerah Muham,nad
Wesley Oliver
Ginger Plummer
A lvin Smith.Ill
Corey Newman
Weslc) O li"er
Rode ri ck Pre..,..,
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Calendar

what's going on in de????

February 2nd -February 8th

Latrell Sprewell, and many others will kick-off

,

Sunday, 4 th

the NBA All-Star celebration this week.

Saturday, 3
· Friday 2 nd

.

.:;.

'

If wfheThrill Is Gone:' pack up and head over to Consticution

rd

The Bisons and Lady Bisons will make us proud when 1hey defea1 Norolk State's men's and women's baske1ball teams m 2pm and 4pm. Come
n out 10 Burr Gymnasium, 2400 Sixth S1. NW. 10 show your suppon.
en:ral (non-student) 1icke1s range from S6 10 $ I0.

II, t 776 D St. NW. where blues legend, 8.8. King will be per~mling in concen with Clarence Caner. Bobby "Blue" Bland and,
course, his famous guitar, "Lucille,'' at 8pm. Tickets arc $40.
r information, call 202-628-4780.

Can the Wizards beat the Nuggets? See for yourself al the MCI Cener, 601 F Stree1 NW, n1 7pm. 1icke1s are S 10 10 (no they didnft) $325.
or information, call 202-628-3200.

Opening in movie theaters: "Valenline," a horror flick abou1 a
eeky guy who grows up 10 be hottie David Boreani (a.k.a.
uffy's "Angel") and decides 10 murder all the pretty. mean girls
ho made fun of him. Sounds like a perfect "dale movie," right?
eek local listings for 1hea1ers and showtimes.

Remember that song by the The Average White Band? Yeah. you
now 1he one. Tonight you can reminisce white listening 10 the classic
oul quintet live at the Birchmere. 3701 Mount Vernon Ave.. Alexandria
Va.). The show suins a18:30pm and 1icke1s are only $19.50. For infor•
a1ion. call 703-549-7500.

Monday, 5 th
Howard Bisons and Lady Bisons lake on time-honored
ivals tonight when 1hey play Hamplon al 6pm and 8pm al Burr
vmnasium, 2400 Six1h St. NW. Gener.ii (non-s1uden1) 1icke1s
i'
nge from $6 to S I0.
adame CJ. Walker's great-great-granddaugh1er. A'Lelia
dies, uses personal leners, records and family photographs
hare the life s1ory of 1his legendary African American entreeneur and philan1hropis1 at the S. Dillon Ripley Center
Smithsonian). 1100 Jefferson Dr. SW. starting at 6pm. BunJes' biography of her ances1or, "On Her Own Ground: The
ife and Times of Madam C.J. Walker,' is available for signing
fter 1he lec1urc. This even1is FREE. For infom1a1ion. call
02-357-3030.

In Process, a Washing1on area African American Women's a cappella
nsemble 1ha1blends :,piri1uals, gospel. jaii. blues. and historic and concmporary songs of freedom and peace, arc performing tonight at 7:30pm
1the Metropolirnn Communi1y Church, 474 Ridge Road NW. Using
hy1hms and h:trmonics born of slavery and adapted and nurmred 1hrough·
u1 1he sojourn of African people in America, 1hc women of In Process lifl
eir voices in 1he or.ii 1radi1 ion 10 raise issues and the con,ciousness of all
pie. Tickets are $20. For informniion. call 202-638-7373.

Tuesday,

T he Stephanie Powell Dance Ensemble perform a14pm at the Uance
Place. 3225 Eighth St. NE. The program includes "Elling1on Sui1e,'
~horeographed by Stephanie Powell. Sunday's performance is pan of 1he
Dance Place Family Series which includes two free children's tickelS per
paying aduh. Tickeis are $ 15. $12 in advance for s1udenls. seniors and
members and $5 for children.
For informa1ion. call 202-269-1600.

,

,
· Wednesday, 7 th
Finally, free at last. Af1er years of discussing plans for a Manin
Lu1her King, Jr. memorial. the project is finally moving forward.
Tonight from 6:30 10 8 pm a1 the National Building Museum. 401 F
$1. NW. members of the Rhoma Design Group will reveal publicly
for the lirst 1ime the design for King's memorial in Washing1on.
Anyone can anend as long as 1hey pay the admission price: $12. or
$8 for Smi1hsonian members. Advance rcgistra1ion is required. so
call 202/272-2448.

'

6 th

In a multimedia exhibition, Expressions 200 I. Art by
O.C. Yomh showcases 1he nn 1he Visual Arts Communi1y
Omreach Program and kids ages 6 10 18. This exhibi1runs
is on display 1he Corcoran School of An, 500 171h S1ree1
NW. through February 13. For informa1ion. call 202-6391800.

Put Your Event In the Calendar Call Ginger@

202.806.6866

Bro-Man from TV's "Martin," along wi1h Will E. Robo Cop perform
s1and-up 1onigh1 at Jokes On Us Comedy Club, 312 Main St., Laurel
(Md.). The show stans m 8:30pm and 1icke1s are SIS . For information,
call 800-551-7328.

Thursday, 8 th
The NBA AU-Star Game will be played a1 MCI Cen1er on Sunday. But if you don'1 have 1icke1s,
ha1doesn'1mean you'll be left out of 1he action. You can panicipa1e in 1he NBA All-Siar Jam Sesion. held 1hroughou11he weekend :11 the Washing1on Conven1ion Center. 900 Ninth St. NW. Along
"ilh a variety of entenainmenl. 1his event features numerous baske1ball•oriented ac1ivi1ies and games
including shoo1ing jump shots from trampolines). The opening ceremonies. with the Wizards' Jahadi
hi1e and 01hers. lake place this evening al 5:30. Admission is SIS. SIO children and seniors. For
infom1ation. 202-789-1600.
Chris Warren of the P'iiladelphia Eagles is 1he host of the All-Star Weekend Kickoff Party al
2:K:9. 2009 Eigh1h St. NW, , tarting a1 10pm. Admission is S30 and $75 for VIP. For information.
all 202-667-7750

Howard University 'Division of Stactent~• ~
Office of Residence Life

2001-2002

· Qualifications: Undergraduate - Sophomore , Junior, Senior - 2 .5 (GPA) ave r age.
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of on e a cade mic year, a record of acti ve
participation and pos itive leadership in hall programs and activiti es.
Responsibilities: A_A_s work under the s upervision of Commu nity D irecto r s, work
a minimum of ten (1 0) hours per week , ass ist with hall open ings a n d c losings, work
vvith 40 to 60 students occ upy in g a corridor, a ssi s t with hall programs and activ ities,
attend a ll meetings called by the Community Directors, and assi st with adm inistr ative
responsibiliti es_
Employment: I s f or o n e year a n d inc ludes a taxable stipend of $1 , 000 . 00, paid in
monthly installm ents plus free room rent for the academic year_ Reappointment f o r
a s e cond year is possible, but r equ ires a nevv app li cati on .

I/Ve Need Good People
Interested in Sel'F Developrnent
and Helping Others

Secure app lication from
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to the:
Office of Assistant Dean for Residence
Tubman Quadrangle, Room '19
2455 4th Str eet , NVV
VVashington, DC 20059
On or before F ebru ary 1 6, 2001
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Hilltopics
All HILLTOPICS are'
due, paid in full, the
esday before
p blication date.

FOR RENT

Tilt! Ladie• ofA/phu Chapter.

Della Sigma Thela Sororily, Inc.
present
La Nuit d' Amour
Our Annual Crimson & Cream Balr
February 16. 200 I
Blackbum Ballroom

Share Comer Row House with 2 males. 3
Blocks from Union Station Metro Line.
Rent: S540 a month (includes utilities).
Washer/Dryer. Cen1ral Heat/Air. Share
ki1chen/dining room. on:s1ree1 parking.
Residenl Manager: Rcccnl HUSL
Graduate. Pe1s welcome ( Manager bas a
mid-si,e dog). Available February 5,

A nouncements by
C
pUS organizations
fo meetings, seminars
OU nonprofit are
.I
charged as individuals

2001. Call James:_
202-547-8578, email:
baucomania@aot.com

W2\\
Sisters, let's talk: LIFE
Comm2 :>OOO ..
JTS--1 though! the table was going to
break on Monday... we goua have that
pany.. .1'11 bring the eenatay arie-may and
the "spice," you bring the eioga ipcogn
(I thnl( 1hat's right?)
Chris ...you bring the elvebay ercday,
Poner, you just bring tha1 voice of yours

a~vertising for the
Female To Share Large 1\vo Story,
p rpose Of announc2 BR from Med/Dent. School
W/D, WWC, NC, Good Security.
i g a service, buying
202-723-4242. Call Anytime.
o selling arc charged
Howard University area~ furnished room.
$ for the first 20
W/0, priva1e ba1h, shared kilchen. $330
Jo'Na1han . .r kno\\, I know, I forgot
plus
1/4
u1ili1ies.
Ph:
202-544-3248,
Pgr:
about
you la.st W(."Ck,. so here 1t is..•• You
, ords and $1 fo r
arc
wonderful!
Life & S1yles is shining
202-5 I5-6270.
e ery additional five
. brightly under your reign ...Keep it up
HELP WANTED
and maybe, just maybe...your scc:tibn con
\ ords. Local compa1-----------be as stylish as Engoge. ·
es are charged $10
P.S.
Can wc go to Che<:kers?
Wan1ed:
~•spice..
f r first 20 words and Georgia Ave Klenners is hiring Scaff and
Ori,·ets for our 2626 Georgi• Ave, Wash.
for every 5 words location (across from School of Business)
and our new 13) I-H Rockville Pike.
Lil' Tee...you love us don't you, "the
t ereafter. Personal
shortest pimptress in the world."
Rockville. MD location. Please acquire,
s are $2 for the first
wichin.
I am going 10 "hook that up" before May

~o words and $1 for
~very additional S

words.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Student Action Committee
Presents:
Sound Word Power
Open Mic Poeny
Gallery Lounge
February 7, 2001 6:30 PM
Tickets $5
For more information, contact
sound_wordpower@botmail.com

''

t - - - - - - - - - - - -1 _::·c::!a~us~•_:ev~•:!]ry~ma~n~n~ecd~sa:!_g~ood~~w~o1!!:na~n:...j
.
Greenpeace lnter1oships: Spend the
TI red or partying with lhe same 'ole
semester fighting for the planet! Send
folks? Well this Saturday, Feb 3rd@'
resume & cover letter 10
The Loft (21<9) come party wilb 1he
gory.coo k.@
awdc.greenpeacc.org, 'utx:
IJ~ID lllaeli §!ud~nt M!OEl!IIOH: This
(56 1) 258-2350 by 219.
is also the afterparty for the HU vs.
www.grcenpenceusa.org/intemship.
Norfolk State B-ball game! Ladles free
with HU 1.d B4 11 m! -BE Tfl.ERE!LIFEGUARDS WANTED all shifts,

Philly Ski Club trip ticket on sale
SS teaching swim lessons, metro
HALF PRICE!I! CALL489-4525.
convenience, employee discount
massages, and FREE membership 10 27
Beilwoy loca1ions. Interested? Please call The Hilltop should include a bed and
break.fast as part or our pay.
Devon al Tenley He~llh and Spon Club,
202-362-8000.
-O,·ern'Or ked Wednesday Warrior
ln1ercsted In Den1istry?
CO:\IE SEE WIIAT WE ARE ABOUT! 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Experience An Exciting Day at
Teach For America
Howard University·s
ALL t.WORS WELCOME.
' '
College of DcnliStry
Join us Monday, February 5th from
When: Wed., February 21, 2001
5.7 pm in Blackbum. We offer a regular
5:00 P.M.- 8:JO P.M
salary PLUS S9450 toward school loans.
Where: Howard University"s
Call (202) 265-8890 for more informa1ion.
College ofDen1istry
FINAL DEADLINE FAST
1 - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 1
The Sman Classroom
APPROACH ING!
JI~ hB! €00lii@ 00 ll@f !hifl ilHO I'm
600 w s,.• N.W.
Apply at W\\W.leachforomeriea.org by
jumpine §hip 10111@"1!!, I tton 11I\F~ll:
Washington. 0.C. 20059
February 26th.
U&le @illlH,§1~@1 HO rfilllt I 11111, I
Come meet the de~ns. faculty, and t :---:--:--:--:-::--;---:-;----:--1-- - - - . ! ! 1:1.0!!,!P!!@_!:
10!!:_:_ _ __
siaff members of the College of
Summer Crewleaders1 Work with youth
Calling Mrs. Windham. Where arc
,
Den.tistry. There will .be an
on con$crvation proje~lS in local National
10f0,~a11on exchange session to h"'.'r Par}:s, 21/older; 'W~"f'll.,Ji 9e~ Jifst
)6•r Sct!tt layof.( me, P m sleep)!
aHd dh~"er your q(leiUdH~ aboul a
:Aid'CPR. Contac1JaU1c~•S t~"I',\ ,
career m dcn11s1ry; an educational Conserva1io11 Associa1ion 703/524-244 I.
$1'S-y\>U~o6k like a filkt Tracy
tour of the Denial School, and a
Morgan.
closing receplion for your enjoyMOVERS WANTED
Spice Girl you slop "orrylng nbou1
men,.
Wanced 4 HU college s1ude111s 10 unload that problrm. You might be "Out on a
If you are interes1ed in auending this my truck 011 219 &/10. 1 relocaled 10 DC
limb", bu1 you have to keep }Our
opponunity of a lifetime, please con- and need help. Hourly p3y. If interested
"Jrons in the fire.,..
1ac1 David Alvarangn 01 (202) 265call Lisa @ 545-0077.
l=============l
7626 or email Ivory llandcock •• J - - - -- - -- - - - -I For all of )OU people out the,;, tri ing
ilh248l@'cmai1.msn.com.
Immediate!!
to be Unilicators, )OU net<! to ha,,
We look forward to sc-cing you on
Wanted responsible babysiuer for my 7
som• Strat tn.
February 2 151 ·
year old son in my home. Transportalion
Thank You.
and meat, included. Good pay. If
Ilid 1'811 illH E!IEll fHEY ~10rjBO in
inlercsled. call Lisa @ 545-0077.
lb@ efllE@ 98 WtdnMdlf~· Oh, mr llld,
The National Council of Negro 1 - - - - - - - - ----4
11111 WI! ju!! i\ertn! ·
Women, Inc. HU Section
GRAPIIICS/DESKTOP PUBLISHING
presents
PERSON NEEDED. PLEASE CALL
§plE@
Men·s Appreciation Night
(202) 829-3678.
'fhf
ll!t'1
i:9~0
Tuesday, February 6, 200 I
'fl!@ lll&E@: 'fl\@
ltetOff ll!II
7 P.M. Blackbum Ccn1cr

mwln

SERVICES

i.1 - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - --1
CALLING Al..L FLORIDIANS!

S P R ING IS COMING!!!

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 2001
TH.ERE WILL BE A FLORIDA
II CLUB MEETING IN DOUGLAS
J•A -- H_A_LL_
@_7_P_
M_Ro_o_ M_T_A--I
B

IT'S F REE
CARDIO AEROBICS
M-W-F
6:00-7:00 p.m.

WANT MONEY?
Fun?
I Come 1es1 your knowledge or Black
History at the Undergraduate S111dent
l
Assembly's ...
GAME SHOW
When: February 6, 200 I
!l Where: Crampton Auditorium
b
Time: 7:00 pm

Beginners Abs. Express
M-W
'
7:00-7:30 p.m.
Advance Abs. Express

J.

!J(

F
7:00-7:30 p.m.

Antl•Vlol nc Forum
to 1top
R ndom Acts of Vlolenc
When:
Whtrt:

Th@ Tlmf: Whw@~ff
\'eu KROii' What 19 IIFIDi:::IRll who

Thursday1 Ptbrua1 y 8, 2001
Ho\\ nrd UnlvQrslty
Armour J, Dldckburn
Unl, trslty Conl@r Ballroom
3:30 p,m,
1

1

1

Tim@:

This Antl=Viol@ne@ Forun, at Ho"i\rd Unh'@rshy I" ~o hnportilnt.
b@oous@ EIS th@ weeks ffO by1 we rlltld In the n@" !ipitp@Ni or Ii@@ on th@
tel@vh1lon that another stud@1lt has h@@n blltlt@n, Mp@tl1 1nu;ged or
killed, Bnoush Is enouah, "'@ must all work toaether to stop the
vlolenr@, Uk@ stud@nt's live§ depend on It, b@fi\US@ th@> do,
1

fp 1~ihll!fltf /lf ,~ R1/.fff~ fflllft if!/f!T1ftfll/1Jlj fffftli/; htlfflllt~!! i11111if-l!wr
._
YI ffilt

,. ,,~M-~H
Ladies Fre
b/4 11pm
v hJID

Results The G ·m - Instructor

wanl in life and IO\'C ii honestly....
Nothins i• too good for you ..)'l)U deserve
lhc bcst...Takc lhc power to make your
life healthy, exciting & worthwilc...W2W

:llfi

STUDENT TRAVEL
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'Lha~

EB
3rd

!:l~:QI

\'011 WIii Rrm,mb@FTIii§ Qa~
Pookle _
1 mi.s.s: our long \\&lks on lhe trtadmill
in Burr. Still lo,·• me?

dl!RBI: I 8 911llfll@n 11, b@"' lhfff
wh81@fffA: 'fb!Bk! f8F lkf mmor-1~,
\'811F IIIIFRIR II \II
l\l&Hhil11H: l)on'l tfiP 01111\lll l!HllO:

i'' '. ' ..

Ei9UI lll\11! ap11ul: !\il!hl~
Tl!@§ll!¥ §11m 098d b11ek Wilk
fl\!ffJIIIIRll: flnllth8Hllll. Wf 118!'k di~
fUtBHlli[t§ Wfftff Bil 11111ft Oflh@
!\:TUffi:

·~ . ·f

0

1 t ()

I I ·/

F1!11ftll lil00F R@pffuntin

H
WI! I
h
,, tl!
@f ~8111 B fVff IBP~@., 19 81@
llFUJIU sf llu111iflll ll1 Ille mlen111111
AlffiPI IRth@81hH §l&IH 9f mind mp@
tb9!@ llHlffi Elfi1l1

2401 Penn. Aue., Ste. G

A.C.E. artijied
C.P.R. certified

1-------------1

81

HUSOSOA, Catholic Univ@r8il) of AmllriHl SGA, Gt'oFg@town Uni\ \lr!ilt} DSU,
Trinity Coll@g@ SGA, Ynh1@
r!iit> ofth@ Di~trit:t of Columbia SGA,
Alpha Ki1)l(1il 4.lrha ~ororit} hwu Omtillil 11~1 Phi PNl81'1\lt} lnf,1
Phi O@ta Sigma Frat@Fnlty l llll,1 and th@ Anoinl@d i\11nliil@F!i tor Chrl§t, tor an

l nr1r11ct<>r: Julius L ;\fartin

Florida Club!
C Join Us AS WE KICK TIIE 2ND
PERSONALS
SEMESTER OFF WITH BOWL01
ING NIGHT
ro FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2001, 7PM Tttis life is your,, take the power to
t.
MEETING-DH 7PM 216/01
choose what you want lo do ond do it
C
wcll....Takc U1e power lo love whnl you

-

Join NBA PlAyQr8, lli!itPiet orcolumhla l1uhlte S1,ihool~, HUSA,

certification needed. Perks include...extra

FULL 1'UITION SCHOLARSHIP
Cap Ci1y
If you will be a Junior or Senior
Negro League Collection
during the school year 2001-2002.
World's Fr.,,hes1 Ball Caps
have at leas• n 3.0 cumulative GPA
(202) 722-070 I
and demonslroted community
1-800,223-8250
involvement~ then you arc eligible • - - - - - - -- - - -for the Alpha Kappa Alpha Nellie M.
S1udenLs Faculty Staff
I• Qoander Memorial Scholarship.
Top Prices Paid
Applications can be picked up at the for Used and Unwan1cd Tcxibooks with
Office of.Financial Aid, Blackbum
Resale Value. Save on Tex1books.
Center lnforma1ion Desk, or
Taj Book Service
Founders Library. Application"
(202) 722-070 I
Deadline is February 23. 2001.
1-800-223,8250

c

STUDENTS AGAINST VIOLENCE

.202.887.0912

The

Hilrrop
Read

WE'VE BEEN THERE.

About

It!

2009 8th St NW (202) 667-7750

www.statravel.com

